
TOULOUSE, France – Rabbi Sandler of Kiryat Yovel in
Jerusalem and his sons Aryeh, 6, and Gavriel, 3, were mur-
dered in Toulouse Monday morning, as was 8 year-old Miri-
am Monsonegro, daughter of the director of Ozar HaTorah
Toulouse, Yaacov Monsonego.

Binyamin Toati, head of the France Desk of Bnei Akiva,
told Arutz Sheva before the names were published that
there are reports that the man who was killed is a rabbi
who served as an Israel shaliach (emissary) at the school
and that two of his children were killed with him.

The French press reported that a man opened fire on peo-
ple waiting at a school drop-off point and then fled on a
motorcycle. The gunman used two weapons – one with a
calibre of 9mm, the second with a calibre of 11.43mm.

France’s Interior Ministry ordered increased surveillance
around Jewish schools, and Interior Minister Claude Gueant
said he will visit the school on Monday morning.

The Chief Rabbi of France, Gilles Bernheim, said he was
“horrified” by what happened in Toulouse. 

“I am bruised in my body and my soul,” he added.
The shooting comes three days after three French para-

troopers were shot dead by a man 30km from Toulouse. The
Associated Press reported that two French paratroopers
were shot in the town of Montauban, near Toulouse, on Fri-
day, when a gunman on a black motorbike pulled up at a
cash machine and opened fire. An 11.43mm weapon was
used in that attack as well, according to the news reports.

Police saw a connection between those killings and to
another deadly shooting of a soldier in Toulouse just over a
week ago. – Arutz-7
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Ozar Hatorah, a Jewish school in Toulouse, France, was the site of a shooting Monday that killed four people. 

FOUR REPORTED DEAD IN SHOOTING
AT JEWISH SCHOOL IN FRANCE

In wake of Toulouse
shooting, calls for
increased security 
for Jewish institutions
TORONTO – The Jewish
human rights organization
B’nai Brith Canada has reis-
sued its recent call for
increased vigilance at Jew-
ish institutions following the
tragic shooting in Toulouse,
France, this morning.

Frank Dimant, CEO of
B’nai Brith Canada, said,
“There is much speculation
about who might be respon-
sible for this atrocity in the
context of Europe’s so-called
‘culture wars.’ However, the
message remains the same:
extremists see Jewish com-
munities as targets, requir-

ing heightened, ongoing
security throughout the con-
tinent.

“As the investigation con-
tinues on whether this is the
work of an individual or an
organized group, there are
clearly security implications
that must be considered
here in Canada as well. That
is why we have reissued our
recent call for increased
security precautions at all
Jewish institutions.

“Our hearts go out to the
families of the victims, as
well as to the broader
French Jewish community.”

SHALIT SHOCKS ISRAELIS
Atara Beck
Israel Correspondent

JERUSALEM – Public response in Israel
to a controversial statement made last
week on Israeli TV’s Channel 10 by
Noam Shalit, father of famous released
captive Gilad Shalit – and picked up by
the international press – has been
somewhat muted.

“We also kidnapped British officers
when we were fighting for our free-
dom,” Noam Shalit stated to the
media. This was instead of answering
directly as to whether he would have
kidnapped Israeli soldiers if he were
on the other side of the conflict.

In January, Shalit announced his goal
to run in the next elections on the
Labour party ticket. In the television
interview, he said he would be willing
to negotiate with Hamas and shake

hands with their leaders, including any
who might have been involved in his
son’s kidnapping, if they were to
accept the Jewish state and discuss
peace.

Among other comments made as a
would-be member of the political
opposition, he belittled Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu’s methods of
obtaining his son’s freedom and insin-
uated that the deal came about only as
a result of political pressure, as the
majority was in favour of a deal.

Netanyahu’s spokesperson refused to
make any “public statement on Gilad
Shalit’s father.”

As for Shalit’s comment that seem-
ingly compared pre-Jewish state free-
dom fighters with Hamas terrorists,
Toronto-based Helen Cohen of Mothers 

See SHALIT, page 4.

Noam Shalit, political candidate and father
of released captive Gilad Shalit, made some
controversial statements on TV.
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Daniel Smajovits
Montreal Correspondent

MONTREAL – The Jewish
and Muslim communities in
Quebec were blindsided last
week as the Parti Quebecois
(PQ) and the Coalition for
Quebec’s Future (CAQ) pub-
licly claimed that the pro-
duction of halal meat specif-
ically, but – ritual slaughter
in general – has sanitary
risks, lacks proper labelling,
goes against the values of
Quebecers and does not do
enough to minimize the suf-
fering of animals.

Kamouraska-Témiscouata
MNA André Simard, the PQ’s
critic for agriculture and
food, said in a statement that
“this type of slaughter slams
directly against Québécois
values,” and that “in Quebec,
we made the choice a long
time ago to slaughter our ani-
mals for consumption by tak-
ing steps to desensitize the
animals and to slaughter
them while minimizing the

suffering…. In their great
openness, the Quebecois peo-
ple also accept that, as an
exception to the norm, reli-
gious communities can pro-
ceed with slaughter under
certain rituals. But when the
exception becomes the rule,
there’s a problem.”

He also added “ritual
slaughter also concerns sani-
tary risks,” because it
involves bleeding of the ani-
mal after its death, which he
stated could lead to E-coli
contamination.

While the claims were
quickly deemed erroneous by
the Muslim community and
by the producers of halal
meat, speaking on behalf of
the Jewish Community Coun-
cil of Montreal (Vaad Ha’ir),
concerning the issue of ritual
slaughter, Rabbi Saul
Emanuel was shocked and
believes that it lacks sub-
stance.

“This is a statement where
[Simard] he should provide
facts that it is indeed the case.

He should provide the differ-
ences between the ways the
animals are slaughtered in the
kosher way when compared
to the non-kosher way. Does
he have proof that an animal
that has been slaughtered in a
kosher way and being killed
in a non-kosher way is more
prone to infection or sick-
ness?” asked Emanuel. 

“We would like him to come
forward and tell us about the
slaughter that he is speaking
about. It seems that the facts
he is giving us are different
than the reality on the
ground.”

Simard’s statement was fol-
lowed up by the CAQ’s
addendum that halal meats
lack proper labelling. While
kosher meat was not specifi-
cally mentioned, for those
who have or will attempt to
link the two, according to
Emanuel, Jewish law and
halacha mandates thorough
labelling.

“There is a label system that
is tagged all the way through

until the consumer picks up
the piece of meat,” said
Emanuel. “The labelling issue
is totally the antithesis of
what kosher law is all about.
Because a piece of meat is
kosher, it has to be labelled at
the very point of slaughter
and it has to be labelled all
the way through to the end.
You cannot have any more
labels [than we already have]
in the production of kosher
meat. There is a label at the
point of slaughter identifying
that the animal has been
slaughtered and is kosher, [a
label] when the meat gets to
the butcher and is processed
and once it is packed, accord-
ing to Jewish law, it has to
have two labels when it gets
to the store.”

Speaking to the Jewish Trib-
une, D'arcy-Mcgee MNA
Lawrence Bergman agreed
that transparency, especially
concerning food products is
important, however, he noted
that the labelling of meat
products is a federal responsi-
bility. 

Yet, the real issue at hand is
the statement by Simard,
which he believes was a clear
case of ethnic bashing. 

“If you read between the
lines, I find that there was a
good sense of ethnic bash-
ing,” said Bergman. “The
comments of the PQ
spokesman in the press con-
ference and in the subsequent
release are odious and unac-
ceptable and they reek of
intolerance.” 

‘A clear case of ethnic bashing’ Jewish MNA
calls PQ claims against halal meat

TORONTO – A pro-Israel
Facebook page created to
support an internet-based
business has taken on a life
of its own and now the
business helps fund the
Facebook project.

“When I moved to Israel
almost five years ago,” said
Michael Gerbitz, who is
originally from the United
States, “I wanted to use my
passion for Israel, coupled
with my background in
technology, to do something
special for Israel.”

In the process of creating
and running his three inter-
net-based businesses Rock-
etsIntoRoses.com (which
sells the work of Israeli
sculptor Yaron Bob), Israeli-
Jewels.com and Jerusalem-
Mint.com, Gerbitz said, “I
realized that the most effec-
tive way to sell items from
Israel is to sell Israel.”

Gerbitz launched his Face-
book page, United with
Israel, for that purpose in
November 2010. When
20,000 people visited and
clicked the “Like” button in
the first week, Gerbitz said,
he knew “it was bigger than
that.”

In the fall of 2011, United
with Israel; The Global
Movement for Israel, was
given non-profit status. It is

funded through Gerbitz’s
businesses and online dona-
tions; it is not funded by the
government. His ventures
are “all about being used for
hasbara: they all work hand
in hand... [but] my main
focus is on the non-profit.
The non-profit is the much
greater venture.”

On March 4, Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu became the one
millionth person to “Like”
United with Israel on Face-
book; more than 15,000
people have followed suit
since that milestone was
reached.

“My goal is to expand this
movement to reach a billion
people around the world in
their own languages and
create a massive movement
of unity with Israel. The
way to do this is through
education.”

In this age of social media,
Gerbitz said, people trust
their friends more than the
media; therefore the best
way to reach people is
through their friends. If
someone on Facebook
“likes” or “shares” a pro-
Israel news item posted on
United with Israel, their
Facebook “friends” will see
it, too. In this way, “we can
use social media to create a
massive grassroots effort
around the world.... We are
in about 100 countries.”

Gerbitz said he has a
small, paid staff but he does
not draw a salary. He hopes
to secure “seed funding to
expand operations.... We
have done this on a shoe-
string budget.” He’d like to
hire translators and widen
the project’s reach.

For more information, visit
u n i t e d w i t h i s r a e l . o r g .

– Joanne Hill

Pro-Israel Facebook
page takes on life of
its own – even Bibi
likes it
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Shlomo Kapustin
Correspondent

TORONTO – A traditional
Conservative synagogue in
Toronto has partially
embraced egalitarianism,
but talk of a tipping point
for the city’s Conservative
movement might be prema-
ture.

Beth Tikvah Synagogue
introduced “Torah egalitari-
anism” three weeks ago,
after the completion of a
six-month process, part of
the congregation’s transition
from the leadership of Rabbi
Wayne Allen. Currently on
sabbatical, Allen will retire
in June, after 25 years with
Beth Tikvah. He holds con-
servative views on many
issues facing the movement.

“The previous rabbi had
ruled that women’s partici-
pation in Torah services was
limited to Maftir and Haf-
tarah,” said Rabbi Howard
Markose, interim rabbi since
September at the 1,100-fami-
ly congregation.

Women will now be
allowed to participate in all
aspects of the Torah service
except for the first and sec-
ond aliyot – kohen and levi
– and the kaddish, which
are reserved for men.  

Torah egalitarianism is one
of four options for women’s
ritual inclusion in the move-
ment, which also include no
egalitarianism, “minyan
egalitarianism” (which,
more liberal than Torah
egalitarianism, counts
women for a quorum in
services but doesn’t allow
them to lead all services)
and full egalitarianism. 

An estimated 80 per cent
of Conservative congrega-
tions in the United States
feature some form of egali-
tarianism, but Toronto con-
gregations have towed a
more traditional line. 

Beit Rayim Synagogue,
with 250 households, and
B’nai Shalom Congregation,
with 25 families, are the
only fully egalitarian Con-
servative synagogues in the
Greater Toronto Area.

Some synagogues broke
away from the United Syna-
gogue of Conservative
Judaism in 2008 to form the
Canadian Council of Conser-
vative Synagogues, partly
over ideological differences. 

Last year saw the launch
of the Canadian Yeshiva and
Rabbinical School, bridging
right-wing Conservatism
and left-wing Orthodoxy,
and providing a traditional
alternative to the move-
ment’s flagship Jewish The-
ological Seminary in New
York City. Allen serves as
vice-president and provost
for the Canadian school,
and many of the city’s right-
wing Conservative pulpit
rabbis are among the
school’s staff.

At Beth Tikvah, 80 per
cent of those members who
responded to a survey (38

per cent response) endorsed
the change. Reasons for the
move’s popularity range
from the stamp of approval
given by many Conservative
rabbis, wider trends in gen-
eral society and ensuring
the congregation’s future
success, said Robert
Feldgaier, current head of
the ritual committee and a
past president of the congre-
gation.

“Many members would
like to see minyan egalitari-
anism, as well,” said
Markose, whose contract
runs until September. “That
question is not up for
debate, certainly not during
my tenure.” 

At first glance, Beth Tik-
vah’s decision intensifies a
trend for women’s inclusion
in ritual, coming as it does
on the heels of Beth Tzedec
Congregation’s move less
than a year ago to minyan
egalitarianism.

At least one of Markose’s
colleagues sees a changing
environment in Toronto.

“I assume ‘Conservative’
will become fully synony-
mous with egalitarian with-
in a decade,” wrote Rabbi
Yossi Sapirman in an e-mail. 

Sapirman, rabbi of the
500-family Beth Torah Con-
gregation, added that his
congregation, which cur-
rently is not egalitarian, is
“exploring egalitarian possi-
bilities.”

The rabbi who made the
decision at Beth Tikvah dis-
agrees.

“I don’t believe that there
is a general trend [to egali-
tarianism],” Markose said.

Shaar Shalom Synagogue,
a “traditional Conservative”
congregation just north of
the city and home to 550
families, remains non-egali-
tarian.

Asked whether he sees a
change in the offing, its
spiritual leader responded
succinctly: “No, I do not,”
said Rabbi Martin Berman.

Toronto has seen this day
before – or at least one simi-
lar. 

In 1994, Beth Tzedec
became the first of the
established Conservative
synagogues to allow any
form of egalitarianism, with
its inclusion of women in
Torah services. It wasn’t a
watershed moment, though.
The next major change
occurred about 10 years ago,
when Beth David B’nai
Israel Beth Am Synagogue
followed suit.

Ritual changes don’t nec-
essarily “catch,” said Rabbi
Philip Scheim, Beth David’s
rabbi, pointing to the two
synagogues closest to his,
Adath Israel Congregation
and Beth Emeth Bais Yehu-
da Synagogue, which com-
prise the rest of the
“Downsview Triangle.” Nei-
ther synagogue has followed
Beth David. 

“Beth Emeth is a Tradition-
al Conservative synagogue,”

wrote Rabbi Howard Morri-
son in an e-mail when asked
if he sees his congregation’s
policy changing. 

Several phone calls seek-
ing comment from Adath
Israel’s Rabbi Steven Saltz-
man were not returned.

Some – both north and
south of the border – have
criticized the movement for
lacking universal standards,
and the issue of women’s

involvement – including
women’s ordination and
female cantors – is only one
of a group of topics that has
been roiling Judaism’s mid-
dle stream for years.

Orthodoxy is also strug-
gling to set rules for
women’s inclusion. In a
denominational crossover,
“partnership” minyanim,
which allow female partici-
pation in Torah services

along the lines of Torah
egalitarianism, have
achieved acceptance in pro-
gressive Orthodox circles
(though these groups use a
mechitzah).

The variety in Toronto is
no surprise to Beth Tzedec’s
spiritual leader.

“Each congregation is
going to be very different,”
said Rabbi Baruch Frydman-
Kohl, depending on their
congregants, rabbinic lead-
ership and values.

As for Canada, he said,
two theories exist to explain
the disparity in women’s
participation compared to
the United States. One,
Canadian congregations are
a generation or so behind
their southern neighbours.
Two, Canada is simply dif-
ferent, as historian Irving
Abella has proposed –
because of its English roots,
its values and its fewer
major cities, among other

factors.
Beth Tzedec’s closest

neighbour, Beth Sholom
Synagogue, also describes
itself as traditional. Its rabbi
wouldn’t predict his com-
munity’s ritual future, but
he stressed unity and toler-
ance for differing practices.
He also sees dynamism in
his movement’s diversity.

Morrison, of Beth Emeth,
concurred.

“Every congregation has
its own particular minhag
(local custom),” said Morri-
son in a statement, “and the
rabbi of the synagogue is
the Mara D'Atra, the reli-
gious decisor for his particu-
lar congregation.… Jewish
unity rests on our ability to
respect one another whether
the same methods of
halachic interpretation reach
different conclusions and/or
different methods of
halachic interpretation reach
the same conclusions.”

Conservative shuls run gamut from egalitarianism to traditional in GTA

‘Each congregation is
going to be very 

different,’ says Rabbi
Baruch Frydman-Kohl,

depending on their
congregants, rabbinic
leadership and values

Rabbi Howard Morrison Rabbi Yossi Sapirman

Rabbi Baruch Frydman-Kohl Rabbi Philip Scheim

Rabbi Howard Markose Rabbi Wayne Allen
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Report shows Syria torture
Human-rights group Amnesty International, known for
frequent criticism of Israel’s actions in Israel and the
West Bank, has released a report documenting 31 torture
methods used by Syrian security forces, army members
and pro-government gangs.

The methods described by witnesses or victims in Feb-
ruary 2012 are said to include stripping victims, leaving
them outside for 24 hours, beating them with sticks, rifle
butts, whips, fists and braided cables. Some people have
been forced inside a vehicle tire, hoisted up and beaten.
Torture via electrical shocking is also widespread.

“The testimonies we have heard give disturbing
insights into a system of detention and interrogation
which, a year after protests began, appears intended pri-
marily to degrade, humiliate and terrify its victims into
silence,” said Ann Harrison, Interim Deputy Director for
Amnesty International’s Middle East and North Africa
Program, according to the organization’s website.

– JointMedia News Service

Mufti call to destroy churches high-
lights Christian plight
Sheikh Abdul Aziz bin Abdullah, the Grand Mufti of
Saudi Arabia, recently told a Kuwaiti delegation that
“Kuwait was a part of the Arabian Peninsula, and there-
fore it is necessary to destroy all churches in it,” report-
ed Jihad Watch.

Highlighting the plight of Christians in Arab countries,
Israeli Ambassador to the US Michael Oren wrote in the
Wall Street Journal that the Christian population of the
Middle East has dropped from 20 per cent 100 years ago
to less than 5 per cent today.

“In Egypt, 200,000 Coptic Christians fled their homes
last year after beatings and massacres by Muslim
extremist mobs. Since 2003, 70 Iraqi churches have been
burned and nearly a thousand Christians killed in Bagh-
dad alone,” Oren wrote. However, “since Israel’s found-
ing in 1948, its Christian communities (including Russ-
ian and Greek Orthodox, Catholics, Armenians and
Protestants) have expanded more than 1,000 per cent,”
he added.

– JointMedia News Service

Outrage erupts over antisemitic
Dutch game
A Dutch television network is offering viewers a down-
loadable game that features Israeli settlers who colonize
the West Bank using moves such as “Jewish stinginess”
and “the Anne Frank card.” Organizations fighting anti-
semitism have voiced outrage against the game, called
The Settlers of the West Bank, which is based on the
popular German game The Settlers of Catan.

The game also includes a “Jewish stinginess” card that
players use to obtain “resources” from each other. Ter-
rorist attacks against Israelis in the game are referred to
as a natural outcome of settler expansion.

The game is “likely a product of neo-Nazis or
Ahmadinejad,” said Dr. Shimon Samuels, the Simon
Wiesenthal Center’s director for international relations,
according to the Jerusalem Post.

– JointMedia News Service

PHOTO: EPA/TOLGA BOZOGLU

Syrian refugee children sit at a refugee camp in Reyhanli dis-
trict, in Antakya, Turkey, March 19, 2012. A total of 13,700 Syr-
ian refugees have crossed into Turkey. Refugees are escaping
increasing violence in Syria, and new reports of torture. 
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SHALIT cont. from page 1.

for MIAs told the Jewish Tribune: “I think it’s a shame. We
all worked feverishly for the release of his son, and he’s sit-
ting in a good position now. This is like a bit of back-stab-
bing. It hurts other people, especially families of those who
weren’t redeemed. If nothing else, he should have some
respect and sensitivity for IDF soldiers and for the families
whose loved ones were kidnapped and never came home.”

After Shalit announced his intention to enter politics earli-
er this year, Labour Party chairwoman Shelly Yechimovich
stated:

“The struggle of Noam Shalit and his family for Gilad’s
release…evolved into a struggle that encapsulates the core val-
ues of Israel society: solidarity, mutual support and Zionism….

“Noam has been a man of the Israel Labour Party for
many years, and I am convinced his contribution as a mem-
ber of Knesset will be a great one.”

When the Tribune contacted her spokesperson, asking if
she still believed he was suitable to represent Labour, the
response was: “I apologize, but MK Yechimovich can’t par-
ticipate in your article.”

WINNIPEG – Sandra Delorme has
resigned from her position as CEO of
the Saul & Claribel Simkin Centre due
to health reasons, the centre
announced last week.

According to Bill Brownstone, acting
chair, Simkin Centre, Delorme had
been on extended sick leave since
October 2011 and had chosen to resign.
She worked for the centre for nine
years.

Jan Currie has been filling in as act-
ing CEO but her term will end on

March 30, at which point the centre’s
CFO Harvey Kinsman will step in as
acting CEO, until a permanent replace-
ment is found.

“We are actively searching” for a new
CEO, said Brownstone. “We certainly
would like to have somebody hired by
the summer.”

The resignation is viewed as a posi-
tive change by a group of people call-
ing themselves the ‘Delegation of Con-
cerned Families.’ The group is headed
by Harriet Berkal and includes her

brother Harvey Berkal and Marsha
Plansky, the daughter of the late Lilyan
Peck, a former resident of the centre
whose death is being investigated by
the Major Crimes Unit of the Winnipeg
Police Service.

Harriet Berkal said of Delorme’s res-
ignation and future replacement, “We
are optimistic that with this new lead-
ership will come a new atmosphere at
the home and that the new person will
set the tone with more respect and
transparency with the community.”

Simkin Centre head resigns for health reasons

Head of Labour Party
mum on Shalit

TORONTO – B'nai Brith
Canada is calling on state
members of the UN Human
Rights Council (UNHRC) to
unanimously reject the pro-
posed Palestinian Authority
resolution that calls for the
establishment of an independ-
ent fact-finding mission to
investigate the “implications
of Israeli settlements.” 

The Jewish human rights
organization is calling this
move an exercise in prejudg-
ing a situation before the evi-
dence is even gathered.

David Matas, senior hon-
orary counsel to B'nai Brith
Canada, who has been repre-
senting the organization at the
recent UNHRC meeting, stat-
ed: “The UN Human Rights
Council since its inception has
shown a bias against Israel,

with a multiplicity of special
sessions and resolutions, far
more than those directed at
any other state. As well, there
is a special agenda item dedi-
cated solely to Israel, and a
rapporteur whose mandate
never ends. Israel is the only
state singled out by such
measures. This resolution, if
passed, would just be part of
that sorry litany.

“The resolution is one-sided,
setting out its conclusions
prior to its planned investiga-
tion, similar to the UNHRC's
resolution calling for the Gold-
stone Report and countless
other resolutions. It is com-
pletely unhelpful to prepare a
supposedly independent
report in which the conclu-
sions are pre-ordained in the
mandating resolution."

David Matas was the B’nai
Brith Canada representative
in a B’nai Brith International
delegation to the UN Human
Rights Council the week of
March 11 to 16.

Bills to relax 
marriage 
registration rules
pass Knesset
committee
JERUSALEM – Two bills
that would allow Jewish
couples in Israel to be mar-
ried by Modern Orthodox
rabbis in the city of their
choice were approved by a
Knesset committee.

The so-called ‘Tzohar
laws,’ named for the organi-
zation of Modern Orthodox
rabbis that performs alter-
native religious wedding
ceremonies for non-reli-
gious couples, would
remove jurisdictional hur-
dles that prevent the orga-
nization’s rabbis from per-
forming wedding cere-
monies recognized by the
office of the Chief Rab-
binate.

The bills passed the Knes-
set’s Constitution, Law and
Justice Committee on Sun-
day by a vote of 4-3, the
Jerusalem Post said.

They now move to the full
Knesset for a first reading.
Members of religious par-
ties voted against the bills.

Jewish couples now must
register with the rabbinate
in the city or region of resi-
dence of one member of
the couple.    –– JJ TTAA

Say no to ‘settlements’
resolution, UN told
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Marcy Oster

JERUSALEM – Though the
death last weekend of John
Demjanjuk brought a close to
the seemingly never-ending
quest for justice in the case of
a man long accused of being a
Nazi war criminal, it also
brought a premature end to
the legal battle over his legacy.

Though Demjanjuk, 91, was
convicted by a German court
of being an accessory to the
murder of 27,900 Jews in the
Sobibor concentration camp,
he was living freely in a Ger-
man nursing home pending
appeal. His son said Demjan-
juk’s death before the legal
process was exhausted meant
he had died an innocent man.
But Jewish leaders said he
should be remembered as
being guilty of war crimes
and crimes against humanity.

Demjanjuk died Saturday at
an old-age home in southern
Germany, where he was free
while he appealed his convic-
tion last year for his role as a
guard at the Nazi’s Sobibor
death camp in Poland.

“My father fell asleep with
the Lord today as both a vic-
tim and survivor of Soviet and
German brutality from child-
hood till death,” Demjanjuk's
son, John Demjanjuk, Jr., said
in a statement from his home
in a Cleveland suburb.

The elder Demjanjuk, who
was born and raised in
Ukraine, moved to suburban
Cleveland after immigrating to
the United States following
World War II. In 1952, living
in the US, he changed his first
name to John from Ivan. He
died stateless, in the process
of trying to regain his US citi-
zenship.

“Ivan Demjanjuk died guilty
of his service in the Sobibor
death camp and that is how
he should be remembered,
not as a person falsely
accused, but as an individual
who volunteered to serve in
the SS, and who at the height
of his physical powers spent
months helping to mass mur-
der innocent Jews deported to
that death camp," said Efraim
Zuroff, the Jerusalem-based
chief Nazi hunter for the
Simon Wiesenthal Center, in a
statement following the
announcement of Demjan-
juk’s death.

"Justice was unfortunately
delayed in this case, and hin-
dered by complicating factors,
but was ultimately achieved
to the credit of the prosecu-
tors in the US and Germany
who handled the case.”

Following Demjanjuk’s con-
viction by a German court in
May 2010, Zuroff reopened
‘Operation Last Chance,’ a
last-ditch effort to track down

Nazi war criminals.
“Previously the German

prosecutors only brought
cases in which they could find
evidence of a specific crime
with a specific victim, but in
the wake of the Demjanjuk
conviction, that no longer had
to be the case,” Zuroff said
last October.

Many have called Demjan-
juk’s German trial the last big
Nazi trial.

Demjanjuk was convicted
on May 12, 2011 and later sen-
tenced by a Munich court to
five years in prison, but was
released to a nursing home
pending his appeal.

Munich state prosecutors
appealed the court’s decision
to free Demjanjuk and also
sought a longer sentence.

Demjanjuk in the 1970s had
been identified as ‘Ivan the
Terrible,’ a notoriously sadistic
guard at the Treblinka death
camp. Holocaust survivors
had identified his photo dur-
ing a photo spread as part of
the investigation of Treblinka
concentration camp guard
Feodor Fedorenko.

The US Justice Department
in 1977 requested that Dem-
janjuk’s citizenship be
revoked since he lied about
his Nazi service on his appli-
cation to enter the country. 

In 1986, US authorities
deported Demjanjuk to Israel

to stand trial on charges of
being Treblinka’s ‘Ivan.’

A special Israeli court sen-
tenced Demjanjuk to death,
but the Israeli Supreme Court
in 1993 in a 400-page decision
overturned the verdict, saying
there was reasonable doubt
that Demjanjuk actually was
‘Ivan the Terrible.’ However,
substantial evidence did
emerge during the trial identi-
fying Demjanjuk as a guard at
Sobibor.

Demjanjuk returned to the
Cleveland area in 1993, where
he was greeted by protests
outside his home by Holo-
caust survivors and activists,
some wearing striped prison
garb, led by activist Rabbi Avi
Weiss of Riverdale, NY. 

Demjanjuk’s citizenship was
restored by US District Court
Judge Paul Matia in 1998.

One year later, the Justice
Department again filed a
request to strip Demjanjuk of
his citizenship, citing his serv-
ice in Sobibor. Matia ruled in
2002 that Demjanjuk’s citizen-
ship should be stripped. His
attorneys appealed the case
up to the 6th US Circuit Court
of Appeals, which upheld the
lower court rulings.

Demjanjuk was deported
from the US in 2009 and
flown to Germany, which
had requested his extradi-
tion. - JTA

Convicted Nazi war criminal John Demjanjuk, 91, dies

John Demjanjuk, 91, dies leaving guilty status in limbo.
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Joanne Hill
Correspondent

TORONTO – The David
Horowitz Freedom Center
will run an educational ad
in Pennsylvania newspapers
following a local judge’s
refusal to prosecute a Mus-
lim man who allegedly
assaulted someone for
insulting Islam.

According to news reports,
Ernest Perce V was dressed
as “Zombie Mohammed” in
a Halloween parade in
Pennsylvania last October
when he was allegedly
attacked by Talaag Elbay-
omy.

Perce posted on the inter-
net a video of the alleged
attack and an audio record-
ing purported to be of the
resulting court case. In the
audio recording, after testi-
mony is heard, Judge Mark
Martin gives Perce a four-
minute lecture about Islam,
in which he states, “It’s
unfortunate that some peo-
ple use the First Amend-
ment to deliberately provoke
others.... I think our forefa-
thers intended that we use
the First Amendment so we
can speak what’s on our
mind, not to piss off other
people, other cultures,
which is what you did.” 

The judge concedes that
Perce has the right to
offend Muslims but, never-
theless, “you are way out-
side your First Amendment
rights.” 

He then dismisses the
charge of harassment
against the alleged
assailant.

The judge has set “a hor-
rible precedent,” according
to David Horowitz, presi-
dent of the  Freedom Cen-
ter. Martin’s finding has
“opened the door for Mus-
lims to legally attack Amer-
icans who they feel offend
them on religious grounds.”
In effect, the judge’s state-
ments make American con-
stitutional rights sub-
servient to Sharia (Islamic)
law, which forbids blasphe-
my against Islam or its
prophet, Horowitz said.

“To adopt blasphemy laws
would be to obliterate our
freedom and democracy,”
warned Horowitz. 

Sharia law should not be
legalized in the West
because “it’s misogynistic,
it’s totalitarian, it controls
every aspect of your life,
it’s religious law and it for-
bids blasphemy. Blasphemy
laws would be the end of
free speech.”

The newspaper ad, which
will run in Pennsylvania, is
part of the Freedom Cen-
ter’s ongoing educational
campaign, which includes
information about the dan-

gers of Sharia, Horowitz
said. 

“This is an educational
and political mission.... The
main battle is for people’s
minds.”

The campaign aims to
combat what he called “a
movement to subvert Amer-
ican institutions and to sup-
press any criticism of the
subversion of those institu-
tions.” 

This movement to

advance Sharia law is being
conducted by “an armada
of organizations such as the
Council on American-Islam-
ic Relations, the Muslim
American Society and the
Muslim Student Associa-
tion, which are part of the
Muslim Brotherhood,
which is advancing this
agenda,” Horowitz said.

For more information, visit
http://www.horowitzfree-
domcenter.org.

Judge sets ‘horrible precedent,’
Freedom Center president says
‘Opens door for Muslims to legally attack
Americans who they feel offend them’

David Horowitz, president of the David Horowitz Freedom Center,
plans to run a newspaper ad because of ‘horrible precedent.’

TORONTO – A new initiative called Israel
Truth Week is being launched this week in
London, ON, by the man who held the Blue
Beret protests last summer against the
Canadian Boat to Gaza.

Mark Vandermaas said the “hurt, anger
and absolute bewilderment” expressed by
Jewish and non-Jewish friends over “the
lies being told about Israel and Jews in gen-
eral” during Israel Apartheid Week made
him want to do something about it and he
was finally galvanized into action by an
article in the Jewish Tribune.

“Because of the pain this Israel Apartheid
Week stuff was causing, I wanted to do an
event, but the final straw was when I read
the Jewish Tribune article about how stu-
dents were shut down, intimidated, at the
University of Western Ontario (UWO),” said
Vandermaas.

Israel: The Case for the Defence was
expected to present a roster of distinguished
speakers on Wednesday, March 21, at the
Royal View Church, 218 Clarke Road, in
London. Rabbi Jonathan Hausman, Ahavath
Torah Congregation, Stoughton, MA, was to
give the keynote address, The Coming Wars
of Unintended Consequences: How Reckless
Threats and Action Become a Battleground. 

Author Salim Mansur, associate professor
of political science at UWO, was to make
The Muslim Case for Israel and Rev. Joe
Campbell, national director of development,
Christians for Israel, will cover The Chris-
tian Case for Israel.

Andrew Lawton, editor in chief, Land-
mark Report, was slated to address, The
Need for Israel. Other speakers will include
Vandermaas, Gary McHale, Avi Braemer, Al
Gretzky, Stuart Laughton and Pesach
Ovadyah.

Vandermaas, who describes himself as a rule

of law activist, said he wants to arm people
with some simple facts about Israel. 

“The idea that Israel is an apartheid state
is so ridiculous it’s hard to know where to
begin...but we all have to speak up on this.”

People who think the facts will stand on
their own don’t understand that “the facts
need to be sold,” he said. “We’re making
this debate far too complicated. Let’s get
back to basics.... All I’m hoping with this
Israel Truth Week conference is that some-
body’s going to come in there and say, ‘I
didn’t know that.’ If they come out with one
simple fact that they can go back and tell a
friend, that would be a wonderful thing.”

Admission to the event was free. 
For more information, visit www.Israel-

TruthWeek.org. – J.H.

‘Lies told about Israel, Jews’ 
motivation for Israel Truth Week

Event organizer Mark Vandermaas holds up paper
that motivated him to plan Israel Truth Week.

Once-in-a-lifetime concert
TORONTO – Jewish spiritual music will be given a global
vibe by a diverse group of local and international musicians
in a one-off collaboration culminating in a concert on March
28.

New York-based Frank London (of The Klezmatics) and
Israeli Yair Dalal are in residence at the Koffler Centre of the
Arts this week and part of next week. Together with Rick
Shadrach Lazar, Lenka Lichtenberg, Demetrios Petsalakis,
Debashis Sinha, Waleed Abdulhamid, Aviva Chernick and
Maryem Tollar, they will fuse the musical sounds of the
Middle East and Eastern Europe to create new arrangements
for traditional piyyutim (liturgical poems set to music) and
nigunim (spiritual melodies).

The once-in-a-lifetime concert, Honeycomb Way: A Musi-
cal Journey Into the Sacred, will be presented at 8 p.m. on
Wednesday, March 28 at the St. Lawrence Centre for the
Arts. 

The first two Jewish Tribune readers who call the Koffler
Centre for the Arts at (416) 638-1881 ext. 4228 and leave a
message with their name, phone number, and the code
word ‘Honeycomb,’ will win a pair of tickets each to the
concert.

London and Dalal will also give public talks and master
classes while they’re in Toronto. They will be speaking to
students at CHAT’s Lebovic Campus, Leo Baeck Day School,
Lord Lansdowne Public School, Glenview Senior Public
School and the University of Toronto.

Ticket prices for the concert range from $20-$45. For more
information visit www.kofflerarts.org.

Israel will rebuild embassy 
in Argentina, minister says
BUENOS AIRES – Israel will rebuild its embassy in Argenti-
na during 2013, Israeli Deputy Foreign Minister Danny
Ayalon said at a ceremony where the building once stood.

Ayalon was part of an Israeli diplomatic mission to
Buenos Aires to commemorate the 20th anniversary of the
terrorist attack on the embassy in the Argentinian capital.

The March 17, 1992 bombing killed 29 and injured hun-
dreds, and destroyed the building. Israel’s embassy in
Buenos Aires is now on two floors of a downtown office
building, and is not identified by flags or signs.

Ayalon said the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Israeli
government have decided to build a new embassy. – JTA
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NEWS > MEDIA > BRIEF

Joanne Hill
Correspondent

TORONTO – Amotz Eyal
doesn’t know much about
cameras but the founder
and director of Tazpit News
Agency in Israel understands
the power of a photograph.

His agency recently
debunked a faked photo
depicting a supposed Israeli
soldier pinning a young
Arab girl to the ground with
his foot. Tazpit has exposed
other doctored photos but
Eyal said the NGO’s primary
mandate is not to be a
media watchdog.

“Our job is to report the
truth. We are reporting the
news,” he said. To do that,
Tazpit relies on 140 volun-
teer photographers to cover
events as they unfold in
Israel.

The 24-year-old Eyal told
an attentive audience at
Beth Avraham Yoseph Syna-
gogue of Toronto (BAYT)
recently that he first noticed
media bias in 2000 when
the people of his town suf-
fered under prolonged gun-
fire by Arabs but the Israeli
side of the story was not
told. He said he eventually
understood that Israel was
engaged in another type of
war: a war of ideas; and he
wanted to help his country
win that war.

Media outlets regularly
rely on news agencies (for-
merly known as wire servic-
es) such as Reuters and
Associated Press to provide
them with coverage of inter-
national news. Until he
started Tazpit two years ago,
Israel did not have its own
news agency, so news was
filtered through agencies

that sometimes displayed
bias, Eyal said.

He now manages a crew of
dedicated volunteer journal-
ists who are changing the
way news is covered in
Israel, particularly in Judea
and Samara, the Negev, and
Galilee. Some of Tazpit’s
photographers are profes-
sionals, most are amateurs,
and all are willing to put
themselves into harm’s way
to get the truth about life in
Israel out to the world. 

One volunteer, for exam-
ple, was injured by Arabs
whipping rocks but he was
back on the job two days
later.

“It’s dangerous,” said
Eyal. “We know it’s danger-
ous and our photographers
know it’s dangerous. We’re
in a war about knowledge

and Israel’s name and we’re
all here to fight in this war.”

Tazpit’s photos and reports
have been picked up by
local and international
media, used in court to cor-
rect false reports made to
police, and quoted by the
Israeli government to count-
er anti-Israel propaganda.

“I don’t know how to hold
a camera,” said Eyal, “but I
know what needs to hap-
pen. I’m trying to explain
Israel to the world.”

Eyal’s talk, Settlements,
Lies and Videotape, was
presented by the BAYT’s
Adult Education Commit-
tee. 

For more information, visit
www.tazpit.org.il/en or
http://www.facebook.com/
p a g e s / Ta z p i t - N e w s -
Agency/173645132687558.

Israel news agency
photographers keen 
to win war of ideas

PHOTO: JOANNE HILL

Amotz Eyal holds the photo of an alleged IDF soldier harming an Arab girl, which his Tazpit News
Agency successfully exposed as a fake.

BIBI pledges to counter
racism against Ethiopians
JERUSALEM – Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu at a
meeting with Ethiopian community leaders said he was
committed to stopping racism.

“I asked for this meeting because I am committed to the
Ethiopian immigrant public,” Netanyahu said at last
Wednesday’s meeting. “One of the things that I cannot tol-
erate is displays of racism.”

Netanyahu told the Ethiopian leaders – social activists and
community religious leaders – about plans by his govern-
ment to help the Ethiopian community’s integration into
Israeli society.

The government’s five-year plan, according to the Prime
Minister’s Office, includes assistance in schools to boost
achievements; promoting higher education and preventing
dropouts; employment assistance and efforts to assist
Ethiopian soldiers in the Israeli Defence Forces, and grants
to assist in finding housing for those leaving absorption cen-
tres.

The plan also includes the establishment of youth centres
for Ethiopians and a move to memorialize those who died
in Sudan as they tried to reach Israel.

Netanyahu promised there would be more meetings with
Ethiopian leaders. 
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JERUSALEM – A senior Iran-
ian official on Friday said
Tehran is prepared to allow
“permanent human moni-
toring” of its nuclear pro-
gram in exchange for “West-
ern cooperation.”

The remarks by Moham-
mad Javad Larijani, a key
advisor to Iran’s supreme
leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei, are seen as a sig-
nal from Tehran ahead of
expected nuclear talks.

Larijani said the West
should accept Iran’s “peace-
ful nuclear program,” sell

Iran 20 per cent enriched
uranium, and provide the
customary assitance nuclear
nations provide to those
building nuclear power
plants.

In return for cooperation
from the West, Iran would
offer “full transparency,”
Larijani said.

He did not say Iran would
halt uranium enrichment – a
key demand by Jerusalem
and Washington to avoid

military strikes – but
observers say the stiputation
that the West provide 20 per
cent enriched uranium indi-
cates Iran is open to doing
so.

Larijani stressed “every
possibility is on the table”
when it comes to Iran’s
response to military attacks
against its nuclear sites,
indicating Tehran could still
fire missiles at Israel or
attempt to close the strategi-

cally vital Strait of Hormuz,
if attacked.

However, he also sought to
distance Iran from an often-
quoted statement by
increasingly out-of-favour
Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad about “wiping
Israel from the face of the
map.”

Larijani emphatically said
it was “definitely not” Iran’s
intent to militarily obliterate
Israel, adding that “neither

the president meant that,
nor is it a policy of Iran.”

His remarks – a stark shift
from bellicose threats to rap-
prochement – were made as
Tehran prepares to enter
nuclear talks with the five
permanent members of the
UN Security Council plus
Germany aimed at ending
an impasse over Tehran’s
nuclear program.

They also come after the
US asked Russia to make it

clear to the Iranians that the
coming talks, expected to
take place in April, are a
“last chance” for a diplo-
matic solution.

Israeli officials – whose 14
key decision makers have
yet to convene to formally
discuss the military option –
have indicated a strike on
Iran’s nuclear facilities
could occur within months.
That timetable gives the
projected April talks time to
run their course.

Israel, the United States,
its Western allies, and Gulf
Arab nations believe Iran is
seeking nuclear weapons.

The International Atomic
Energy Association has
issued two reports in recent
months indicating Iran has
sought – and continues to
seek – nuclear technology
that has solely military
applications.

It has also raised pointed
questions about Iran’s push
to enrich its uranium stock-
piles to 20 per cent purity, a
key jumping off point
should Iran make a dash to
enrich its uranium to the 93
per cent needed for nuclear
weapons.

Iran said it is enriching
uranium to 20 per cent to
research medical isotopes,
but proliferation experts say
Tehran is enriching far more
uranium than is necessary
for that purpose and does
not have a sufficiently
advanced medical research
sector to support the claim.

The United Nations and
European Union have levied
numerous rounds of sanc-
tions on Tehran’s economy,
destabilizing the Iranian
rial.

They have also made the
purchase of Iran’s
exportable crude oil – a key
pillar of the nation’s econo-
my – increasingly difficult
by cutting off banking chan-
nels and insurance options.

– Arutz-7

TORONTO – A delegation of Israeli
therapists flew to Juba, South Sudan,
earlier this month to provide social
workers with intensive training in
treating and preventing  violence
against women.

The Gender-Based Violence program
for social workers is being taught by
experts from IsraAID: The Israel Forum
for International Humanitarian Aid,
which receives most of its funding from
UJA Federation of Greater Toronto.
Training will focus on the consequences

to women of culturally accepted prac-
tices such as polygamy, wife beating,
high dowry prices, and forced and early
marriage, said Steven Shulman, cam-
paign director and counsel, United Jew-
ish Appeal of Greater Toronto.

South Sudan’s leadership has asked
for IsraAID’s help in this area, Shul-
man said.

“They recognize there’s an urgent
need for sensitization and training in
dealing with women’s rights, the
empowering of women, and gender-

based violence.... This will make a sig-
nificant and immediate difference in
terms of how victims are dealt with”
and, in the long term, change “a cul-
ture of silence towards these crimes.

“Israel significantly contributed to
South Sudan’s independence and built
a relationship of trust and cooperation
with that country,” said Shulman.
“That allows UJA Federation’s support
of IsraAID, which really makes a dif-
ference in the lives of the people
there.”

Israeli therapists fly to South Sudan to help

Popular 
storyteller
heads lineup
for Earth
Hour
TORONTO – Popular story-
teller Dan Yashinsky will be
one of the leading lights at
Voices in the Dark: An Earth
Hour Evening of Song &
Story later this month.

Yashinsky founded the
Toronto Festival of Story-
telling and co-founded the
Storytellers School of Toron-
to. His many accomplish-
ments include performing
and teaching at festivals
around the world, hosting a
radio show, writing a book,
and editing four collections
of stories.

The benefit concert, which
will start at 7 p.m. on Satur-
day, March 31 at the Church
of the Holy Trinity, will raise
funds for Mariposa In The
Schools and the Echo
Women’s Choir. Artists from
both organizations will per-
form, as will Miss
McCarthy’s, a collective of
musicians and storytellers
who play traditional Irish
music.

In honour of Earth Hour,
the first hour of the concert
will be performed by can-
dlelight. The event will
include a silent auction,
cash bar and complimentary
finger foods. Performers will
mingle with the audience
after the concert.

To purchase tickets at $25,
or sponsorship tickets at $100,
email mitsecho@gmail.com
or call (416) 462-9400.

Iran backs off threats to ‘wipe Israel off the map’
As renewed nuclear talks resume, Iran signals it would accept monitoring in exchange for help

JERUSALEM – Islamic Jihad
claimed on Friday it has
rockets that can reach Tel
Aviv.

A member of the terror
group’s Quds Brigades using
the alias Abu Ibrahim told
AFP they were ready to
expand the reach of its rock-
et fire “beyond the Israeli
town of Ashdod.”

He said, “If the occupation
targets any leader of any
Palestinian group whatsoev-
er or any citizen, the
Brigades will respond with
force and expand the reach
of the response beyond Ash-
dod.

“The enemy is aware of
the range that the Brigades
rockets can reach,” he said,
adding that the Quds
Brigades possessed “many
thousands” of rockets.

Islamic Jihad fired most of
the rockets that have target-
ted Israel’s southern com-
munities since hostilities
escalated on March 9.

The uptick in rocket fire
began shortly after Israel
targetted and killed the head
of the Popular Resistance
Committees – Zuhir Musa
Ahmed Qaisi. His deputy,
Mahmoud Ahmed Mah-
moud Hanani, was also
killed.

Intelligence sources said
Qaisi was planning a terror
attack on Israel’s recently
reopened Route 12, which
was the site of a deadly ter-
ror attack the PRCs carried
out last year resulting in
eight Israelis being killed.

The Popular Resistance
Committees are also respon-
sible for more than 10,000
rockets and mortar shells
fired at Israel’s southern
communities since 2001.

Since March 9, more than
200 rockets have been fired
into Israel by Gaza terror
gangs, while Israeli
airstrikes killed 26 in the
coastal enclave – at least 22
of whom were terrorists.

Some rockets landed near-
ly 40 kilometres inside
Israel, not far from the out-
skirts of Tel Aviv. 

Islamic Jihad has said it
will not honour the theoreti-
cal truce brokered late last
Monday evening unless

Israel agrees not to target
terror leaders in future.

Abu Ibrahim claimed the
Quds Brigades have “devel-
oped long-range rockets and
if the aggression returns,
they could be used to reach
towns far beyond Ashdod.”

However, another Quds
Brigades indicated their mis-
siles were Iranian imports,
“certain resistance groups,
including the Quds
Brigades, have Fajr-3 and
Fajr-5 missiles, with a range

of 60-110 kilometres.
“But they are not for use

unless Israel targets an
important figure,” he said,
adding Islamic Jihad had
obtained Russian-made
SAM-7 missiles.

Targetting central Israel
with rockets would almost
certainly trigger a massive
response by Israeli offi-
cials, which could include
a major ground incursion
into Gaza.

– Arutz-7

Islamic Jihad threatens Tel Aviv

NEW YORK – British Prime
Minister David Cameron said
his country has informed
Jerusalem that it opposes an
Israeli military strike against
Iran at this time.

“I don't think as we stand
today that military action by
Israel would be justified,”
Cameron told NBC’s Brian

Williams. “I don’t think the
Israelis should take that
action now. We told them
they shouldn’t and said we
wouldn’t support it if they
did. We’ve been very clear.
I’m a friend of Israel. Israel
has a right to exist as a
democratic state. It’s very,
very important it knows it

has strong allies like Ameri-
ca, like the United Kingdom,
but I don’t support action
now because, frankly, we’ve
got more road to run in put-
ting in place sanctions and
putting in place tough meas-
ures against the regime and
saying to them they need to
take a different path.”

Cameron said he under-
stands and shares Israel’s
view that Iran must be pre-
vented from having nuclear
weapons, adding that all
options are on the table.
But, he said, the focus now
should be on applying
“massive pressure” through
sanctions.

– JTA

Lodzer series to feature
National Post columnist
TORONTO – The Lodzer Synagogue will host a talk by Bar-
bara Kay, National Post columnist, about anti-Israel propa-
ganda on Thursday, May 17 at 7:30 p.m.

Admission to Kay’s speech will cost $15 for synagogue
members and $20 for non-members. Her appearance will
cap an interesting roster of guests visiting the shul over the
next three months as part of its lecture series.

Dr. Judith Cohen, ethnomusicologist, York University, will
speak about Crypto-Jews at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, March
22 (free admission). 

The Sunday, April 1, 9 a.m. Breakfast Minyan will be fol-
lowed by a presentation on the Yiddish folksinger
Mordechai Gebirtig given by Simcha Simchovitch, Yiddish
and English poet, author and translator.  

Ann Samson will explore the topic of the Jews of India at
7 p.m. on Sunday, April 29 and on the following Sunday,
May 6, Dr. Brian Goldman will address Fixing the Health
Care System at 7 p.m. (admission for members: $18 each or
$25 per family; non-members: $20 each or $30 per family).

The 9 a.m. Breakfast Minyan on the next two Sundays,
May 13 and 20, will feature a discussion with Dr. Sheldon
Richmond about Current Jewish Thinkers.

For more information, visit www.lodzersynagogue.com.

Britain opposes Israeli strike
against Iran now, Cameron says

German court orders museum to
return poster collection to Jewish heir
BERLIN – Germany’s top appeals court ruled Friday that
Deutsches Historisches Museum must return a collection of
more than 4,000 posters to the son of Hans Sachs, a Jewish
dentist who fled Nazi Germany. The son, Peter Sachs, is a
retired airline pilot from Sarasota, Fla.

Gestapo officials seized the posters from the senior Sachs in
1938, saying Joseph Goebbels wanted them for a new museum.

The government-run Berlin museum has estimated that the
posters are worth $5.9 million, according to Bloomberg News.
The court issued a statement saying that “the owner of art lost
due to Nazi injustices must be able to demand it back from the
person who possesses it now, in a case where the work was
missing after the war, and therefore couldn’t be returned
according to Allied restitution laws.”

“I can’t describe what this means to me on a personal level,”
Sachs reportedly said in a statement distributed by his attorney.
“It feels like vindication for my father, a final recognition of the
life he lost and never got back.” – JTA
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NEWS > BRIEFS

JERUSALEM – Talk of war
with Iran is scaring investors
away from Israel even though
the country’s growing econo-
my and high-tech industry are
considered a gold mine,
according to the Calcalist
business newspaper.

“We Israelis do not recog-
nize the concept of risk. We
live here and raise our chil-
dren here. But the situation
with Iran is a top priority for
every investor today, Yuval
Cohen, head of a top invest-
ment fund in Israel, told Cal-
calist.

Another investment fund
director flatly stated, “Foreign-
ers are afraid of Israel,” but
Yishai David, another invest-
ment fund executive, dis-
agreed. He said that security
is a legitimate question but
that does not undermine the
positive factors of Israel’s

opportunities for investors.
Cohen responded, “We are

all optimistic here, but at din-
ner, when you sit with
investors, you hear their
doubts.” They say Israel does-
n’t look good.

Despite the fears, all agree
that in the long-term Israel is
a good bet for foreign
investors.

Israel boasts more compa-
nies on New York’s NASDAQ
exchange than any other
country in the world outside
of the United States and Cana-
da.

American high-tech compa-
nies have gobbled up Israeli
companies at a startling rate,
and the New Jersey based
Avaya video conferencing
company is set to snap up
Israel’s Radvision for $225
million, Globes reported
Wednesday.         

Iranian war threat chasing away
investors from Israel

WASHINGTON, DC – The
20th anniversary of the
Israeli Embassy bombing in
Buenos Aires was on March
17. On that date in 1992 a
powerful bomb exploded
outside the Israeli Embassy
in Buenos Aires killing 29
people, injuring 242 and hit-
ting a nearby school and
church. 

Iran, the world’s largest
state-sponsor of terrorism, is
widely believed to have
been a principal actor in the
planning of the attack. The
perpetrators have yet to be
captured and brought to
trial.

“In 1992, Iranian terror was
a surprise and shock,” said
Allan J. Jacobs, president of
B’nai B’rith International.
“Today, many of Argentina’s
neighbours – including
Venezuela, Bolivia, Ecuador,

Nicaragua and Cuba – have
embraced Tehran by signing
various agreements.” 

“Because of Iran’s long
record of funding and sup-
porting terror worldwide,
their bellicose rhetoric threat-
ening Israel and the west,
and their goal of attaining
nuclear weapons capability,
this anniversary should serve
as an occasion for the world
community to enact the
strongest possible sanctions
against Iran,” said Daniel S.
Mariaschin, executive vice-
president of B’nai B’rith
International. 

On Friday, a commemora-
tion at the site of the bomb-
ing was led by Danny
Ayalon, vice-foreign minister
of Israel, and an Israeli dele-
gation, including many of the
diplomats who survived the
bombing. 

Israel Embassy bombing anniversary
strong reminder of Iranian threat

TORONTO – A new, free app
from OU (Orthodox Union)
Kosher will allow con-
sumers to search for more
than 600,000 products at the
touch of a screen.

The app is available for
download onto iPhones (at
right), iPads, iPod Touch, and
Androids from the iTunes App
Store or via the OU website:
www.ou.org/apps.

Products can be searched
by name (or a keyword
within the product name) to
determine whether they are
dairy, meat, parve, and/or
kosher for Passover. Users
can also double-check that a
product bearing the OU
symbol has actually been
certified and is not using the
symbol without permission.

The database contains
many, but not all, of the
commercial products manu-

factured in nearly 8,000
plants in more than 90
countries around the world
that are OU certified. It does
not list industrial food prod-
ucts.

The app also provides up-
to-date kosher alerts, new
product updates, and a con-
tact button to connect
directly with OU Kosher.

OU Kosher products: there’s now an
app for that
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Atara Beck
Israel Correspondent

LOWER GALILEE, Israel – The ide-
alism and resolve displayed by
representatives of Hashomer
HaChadash (The New Guard), a
grassroots organization formed in
2007 to protect farms, ranches and
settlements in the Galilee and
Negev, demonstrate that the Zion-
ist spirit prevails.

Modelled on the Hashomer
movement of the pre-state era,
when pioneers protected Jewish
settlements in the land of Israel,
then known as Palestine, the cam-
paign was created by young
Israelis determined to protect their
communities from modern-day
bandits threatening their rights to
the land.

New Guard founder Yoel Zilber-
man, 27, spoke to foreign journal-
ists who were taken on a tour of
the Lower Galilee by Media Cen-
tral, a centre in Jerusalem that
provides support services for jour-
nalists based in or visiting the
region.

To date, there are about 100,000
illegal dwellings in the Galilee and
Negev, mostly inhabited by Arabs
and Bedouin, Zilberman said.

In fact, according to several
media reports, in 2009 State
Comptroller Micha Lindenstrauss
acknowledged that land theft had
become a “national plague. The
state lost control over land theft.
The police are not doing enough.”

Over recent years, the Israel Land
Authority and Jewish National
Fund, among others, have been
criticized for allegedly failing to
fulfill their mission to protect land
that was bought for Jewish settle-
ment.

A third-generation Israeli, Zilber-
man’s grandfather came from
Romania after the Holocaust, hav-
ing lost many family members. He
and his wife were the first couple

to settle on the Moshav Zippori,
which was established in 1949 in
the Lower Galilee.

Born and raised on the moshav
(cooperative agricultural settle-
ment), Zilberman lost three friends
in the Second Lebanon War. He
was disturbed “to hear the then
prime minister [Ehud Olmert] say
that the Jewish people were tired
of fighting,” he told the group.
“We have to restore the courage of

the Jew in Israel. I grew up believ-
ing that if we don’t take care of
ourselves, no one will.

“At the same time, my father had
found himself in a fight for his
land with a specific Bedouin fami-
ly,” he continued. “They said that
they would do whatever they
could to get my father off the land.
They meant it. They began by cut-
ting the fence, committing arson,
burning hills, poisoning
cattle…and then violence. They
beat him up.”

His father, who herded cattle on
a 5,000-dunam area north of the
moshav, had made 240 complaints
to the police about the severe
harassment to no avail.

“They gave him two options,”
Zilberman continued: to pay pro-
tection money to the criminals or
to abandon a part of the land.

“My father was completely bro-
ken, emotionally, and was ready to
give up. That’s where I got
involved.”

The thieves would win “over my
dead body,” he declared.

With help from his army bud-
dies, he erected an Israeli flag on
an outpost and began guarding the
area. After a few months, many
others in the Galilee and the
Negev, who were similarly
harassed, heard about Zilberman’s
initiative and contacted him for
assistance.

“We started five years ago with
35 guys,” Zilberman said. “Today
we have 1,000 volunteers…. Yes, I

am my brother’s keeper.”
According to Zilberman, the

motives of the land thieves, mostly
Bedouins, are often nationalistic,
although not always. An interest-
ing factor is that these often-vio-
lent attempts to drive the Jews off
the land are happening not only in
the disputed territories of Judea
and Samaria, but also within the
Green Line. A number of farmers
have had not only their livelihoods
threatened, but also their lives.
Lower Galilee farmer Motti Peretz,
for instance, suffered close to half
a million shekels worth of damage
by marauders who also tried to kill
him.

The New Guard is “not connect-
ed to the left or the right,” assert-
ed Zilberman, a secular Zionist.
“We’re all Zionists; we all speak
the Zionist language,” irrespective
of our political persuasions, he
stressed, adding that volunteers
hail from both secular and reli-
gious communities. “We all have a
responsibility to each other. It’s a
question of values.

“Druze people are also among
our volunteers because they want
to live in the state of Israel,” he
added. “They see they have the
best life and the best education
possible in the Middle East and
they don’t want to lose it. This is
what they tell me.”

The New Guard, a non-profit
organization, now gets a small
amount of government support
and accepts contributions from
donors abroad, he said. Expenses
include, among others, insurance,
transportation and training costs.

Pre-army leadership programs
include, for example, lessons on
Judaism and Zionism during the
day and guard duty at night. In
Zilberman’s view, the younger
generation is “confused” and lacks
commitment to the state because
they have no knowledge of
Judaism or Zionist history.

The participants also learn Ara-
bic because it’s vital that young
Israelis understand the culture sur-
rounding them, he explained.

“I feel connected to my history. I
know what Israel means to me
and to my family. I also know
there are Arabs who live here, and
that’s okay too. This is the only
Jewish state in the world and I’m
proud of it. I have to seize the
opportunity to keep it.”

Besides protecting farmers and
ranchers, which is the organiza-
tion’s raison d’etre, volunteers
have gained a rewarding life expe-
rience. Cowgirl Ayelet Gordon of
Kibbutz Ramat Yohanan, near Zip-
pori, said that joining the volun-
teers in a pre-army program
helped her 18-year-old son to
mature and instilled in him a
greater connection to the land.

“As a cattle herder in Israel, I
could not manage here without
the help of the New Guard,” said
Gordon, who had woken up one
morning to discover that 30 new-
born cattle were stolen; the harass-
ment was intense and ongoing.

“They’re willing to help and they
don’t take money. Since they
arrived, nothing has been stolen.
It’s very comfortable for the gov-
ernment that they have us.”

According to Zilberman, more
than 50 per cent of the population
in the entire north is not Jewish;
in the Lower Galilee, the percent-
age is 76.5 per cent, and “they’re
mostly good neighbours.”

A stone marking the future location of the the Cerna Levinson Lookout Tower,
near Moshav Zippori.The primary donors are Canadian.

A volunteer for the New Guard prepares tea at an outpost in Israel’s north.

The New Guard: 
‘I am my brother’s keeper’

PHOTOS: ATARA BECK

Yoel Zilberman, founder of the New Guard, pointing out that the land there belonged to the Hebrew nation 2,000 years ago.

The New Guard is “not connected
to the left or the right,” asserted

Zilberman, a secular Zionist

FEATURE > ISRAEL
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When planning your room, one
mus t dec ide what p ieces o f
fu rn i ture or art they want to
keep. For many people i t i s
difficult to visualize how to set
up their space.

There are several steps one
should take :
Step 1: Measure your space
accurately.

Step 2: Indicate where your
heating vents, windows,
Fireplace( if any), openings ( where
they lead to),
Cabling , T.V. placement, etc.

Step 3: Decide what pieces in your
room one wants to keep.

Step 4: Sunlight – What exposure your
window are facing.

People do not realize that sunlight exposure
can play an important part, especially in a

family room, when one is viewing the T.V.

Once these steps are done, bring your informa-
tion to us so we can assist you in creating your
dream room.

Brian Green

reamRoomD
yourreateC
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An ambitious account of the uses and misuses of the
Protocols of the Elders of Zion and other conspiracy theories,
their central position in the distorted worldview of the
conspiracists, their impact in today’s political environment,
and how they invade the popular imagination through the
arts and political discourse.
Published for the first time in English by the League for
Human Rights of B’nai Brith Canada. A limited number of
autographed copies are available.

PhD in Philosophy and Letters from the
University of Brussels. Elected member
of the Royal Academy of Belgium.

Professor of French Literature at the
University of Western Ontario
and National Chair, B’nai Brith Canada’s
National Task Force on Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research.

Authors:

Price $19.95
To order a copy, please contact the League for Human Rights

of B’nai Brith Canada at (416) 633-6224

Alain Goldschläger

Jacques Ch. Lemaire

FEATURES > BOOK REVIEW

Leon Trotsky: A Revolutionary’s Life
Joshua Rubenstein
Yale University Press, New Haven, CT 
224 pages, $25

Yale University Press is now publishing a series
of books called Jewish Lives. The first couple
of books in the series raise an obvious ques-
tion: Sarah Bernhardt? Emma Goldman?
Walther Rathenau? And now Leon Trotsky?
Most of these people were barely Jews, and so
you wonder why they were included in this
series. I guess the answer is that, whether they
identified as Jews or not, the world thought of
them as Jews, and that had a great deal to do
with their destinies.

Leon Trotsky is a good example of a fringe
Jew whose Jewishness made a difference in
how he was perceived, whether he wanted
that or not. He started out as Lev Bronstein,
and came from a family in which Jewishness
was not much of a concern. And he surely did
not live much of a Jewish life. He gave his chil-
dren no Jewish education, and when he
applied for a visa to Mexico, he listed them as
‘nothing’ in the space that was designated for
listing religious affiliation. 

When he was in Vienna and sent his children
to public school, he listed them as Lutherans,
because he thought that would be easier on
their shoulders as well as their souls than
being known as Jews. 

When he was in power in Russia, he denied
help to Jews who appealed to him for assis-
tance, and angrily said to them: “I am not a
Jew. I am a Marxist Internationalist! I have
nothing in common with Jewish things, and I
want to know nothing about Jewish things!”
You can’t get much further away from affirm-
ing one’s Jewish identity than that.

And yet, as Joshua Rubenstein makes clear
in this very well done biography, the fact that
he was Jewish played a central role in his life.
It was one of the reasons why he deferred to
Lenin and others so as not to give the enemies
of Communism an easy target. He turned
down the position of Commissar of Home
Affairs after the October Revolution because,
as he put it, “Is it worthwhile to put into the
hands of our enemies the additional weapon of
my Jewish origins?”

The fact that there were so many Jews within
the leadership of the Communist party was
probably one of the reasons why fervid anti-
Communists like the Pope were not eager to
speak out on behalf of Jews during the Holo-
caust.

Rubenstein makes clear a fact that most of
us have forgotten. Secular Jews in Eastern
Europe had three alternative programs for
meeting the threat of antisemitism. Some
saw the answer in assimilation. Some saw
the answer in Zionism. And some saw the
answer in joining forces with the non-Jew-
ish radicals in an effort to overthrow capital-
ism and create a new kind of society. The
Bundists have been largely forgotten, since
history did not go their way, but this book
reminds us that at one time they were a
powerful force within Jewish life. 

Trotsky was in many ways a tragic figure. He
did so much to bring about the revolution, and

then saw it taken over and perverted by Stalin.
He spoke out against Stalin with unending
determination, even though he had no sup-
port, no army, and nothing but his voice and
his pen with which to wage war. He ended up
being killed in Mexico, an end that was surely
predictable for someone who tried to over-
throw Stalin with no allies and no aides.

Joshua Rubenstein has told a fascinating
story in this book. It is very well documented,
with close attention to the sources in several
languages, and yet it reads like a novel. The
man who overthrew one tyranny and then led
the way to another one – one that was perhaps
even more brutal – is a sad story. One closes
this book with a touch of sympathy, even for a

man who showed very little sympathy for oth-
ers, because he was so passionately involved
in changing the world. Perhaps the scene that
reveals the man in all his rigidity and convic-
tion is the one in which he goes to eat at a deli
in New York so that he can be with the Russ-
ian waiters who work there, and so that he can
speak his old mamaloshen, and yet, at the
same time, refuses to leave a tip, and tries to
persuade other customers not to leave tips
either, because tipping goes against the creed
of true Communists.

No wonder the waiters hated him!
Trotsky is almost forgotten now, but this

book brings him back to life, in all his zealous-
ness, and in all his naivete.

A young Leon Trotsky who never identified as Jewish, but it played a central role in his life nonetheless.

Rabbi Jack
RIEMER

Tragic Trotsky captured in novel-like biography



Barbara Shainbaum
Correspondent

TORONTO – The Canada-
wide Irving Layton Cente-
nary Celebration culminated
in Toronto at Harbourfront
last Wednesday to a soldout
crowd honouring one of
Canada’s most distinguished
poets.

Hosted by Layton’s eldest
son Max the event featured
14 Canadian literary lumi-
naries who shared stories
about the earthy yet lyrical
Irving, and read moving or
bawdy selections from his
work.

Here were the evening’s
highlights:

• Novelist, poet, and man
of letters, Barry Callaghan
discussed Layton’s work
and shared vivid scenarios
about his famous pithy
insults about ‘goys’ and
other topics. Canadian-Irish
Callaghan, more than the
other readers, emphasized
Layton’s Jewish heritage
and how it manifested in his
work and his life.

• Poet, biographer and
Layton’s former student,
Rosemary Sullivan, recalled
how Layton didn’t want to
become a ‘puff’ so he creat-
ed a public mask, becoming
the “pugilistic prophet” who
could also be vulnerable
and lapse into self-parody. 

• Joseph Kertes, author,
Humber’s Dean of Creative
and Performing Arts, and
former Layton student,
shared a funny story about
how after he won a major
literary prize, Layton intro-
duced him to a group by
calling him George Kertes.

• Literary grande dame,
Margaret Atwood, with dry
humour, called Layton a
“naughty old scamp” who
was nice to you in private
but not necessarily so in
public. She said Layton fell
asleep and snored at one of
her readings and later told
her she was a great writer
but a terrible reader.

• Moses Znaimer, media-
maestro and ZoomerMedia
founder, affectionately
shared that Layton was “an
earthy, bawdy man who
reacquainted Canadians
with their genitals.” He
described Layton’s cam-
paigns against Philistinism

and Puritanism and his
long-abiding love of women
(and its complications.)

• Publisher, Anna Porter
(in her video), reminisced
about how “irascible” Irving
would talk about himself in
terms of “Shakespeare, Mil-
ton and Me.” Now, through
hindsight, she thought, Lay-
ton really wasn’t exaggerat-
ing.

• Award-winning poet,
Dennis Lee, said he original-
ly had been critical of Lay-
ton’s self-absorption, but he
now acknowledged how
Layton “loved language”
and praised his abundant
“verbal plentitude. He had a
bombshell effect on Canadi-
an poetry.”

• This certainly affected
poet Robert Priest who
admitted that for him Irving
Layton and Jim Morrison
(rock musician for The
Doors) were “the two
Dionysian wild men who
shook up his world.”

Conspicuously missing
from the lineup of literati on
stage was the award-win-
ning poet Kenneth Sherman,

one of Layton’s prominent
Toronto disciples. Sherman’s
eloquent and lyrical voice
with its Jewish inflections
would have added another
layer of resonance to Lay-
ton’s vibrant and encom-
passing legacy.

The grand finale saw liter-
ary and musical legend
Leonard Cohen (by video),
in tweed cap and dark
shades wryly reminiscing
about his dear friend and
colleague. 

“Irving would have liked
this kind of event. It was a
celebration of himself.” He
lauded Irving “as our great-
est poet and the champion
of our poetic enterprise.”

For the price of the $15

admission, each audience
member was also given a
drink ticket to the bar to
toast the occasion and a
special issue of Exile Liter-
ary Quarterly, featuring a
commemorative section cel-
ebrating Irving Layton’s cen-
tenary.

Literati honour Layton at centenary celebration

Irving Layton’s friends came out in force to celebrate his life,
including Margaret Atwood (photo: George Whiteside); Joe Kertes,
and Moses Znaimer (below). 

POET IRVING LAYTON 
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THERE’S A KOTEL IN BROOKLYN
The Jewish Children’s Museum in Brooklyn unveiled a replica of
the Western Wall as part of the Land of Israel Gallery on the
museum’s new 6,000-square-foot floor, "A Voyage through Jew-
ish History" is set to open April 1, 2012. 

NY rabbi honoured by king of Morocco
NEW YORK – Rabbi Raphael Benchimol of the Manhattan
Sephardic Congregation was honoured by the king of Morocco.
Benchimol received the medal of the Knight of the Order of the
Throne bestowed by Mohammed VI at his New York City syna-
gogue. The president of the Jewish Community of Morocco,
Serge Berdugo, represented the king in presiding over this
week’s medal ceremony. “Moroccan Jews, even after leaving
their country, retain attachment to and love for Morocco, as
confirmed by the beautiful words of the late Yitzchak Rabin:
‘Moroccan Jews are the only Jews that never renounce their
country, nor were they rejected by their country,’” Berdugo said.
The king recognizes “the merits of Moroccan Jews, wherever
they settled, by honouring them with the highest medals of his
kingdom.” – JTA
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Adult Jewish Outdoor

Soccer League
All games played inThornhill

All games on Sundays
Season Begins 1st week in June

Official referees, banquet, trophies
and much more.

We look forward to a great season!
Online standings and schedules, banquet,

trophies,awards
Organize your own team

On-Line registration
begins 9am Apr 2, 2012

at www.bnaibrithsoccer.ca

Limited Space

Contact Michael at
mmandel@bnaibrith.ca

for any question or if you require
more information

FEATURES > THEATRE

Mike Cohen
Quebec Bureau Chief

MONTREAL – Broadway-
style stage productions are
by no means as common
place in Montreal as Toron-
to, but if prominent Toronto
businessman and philan-
thropist Aubrey Dan has
anything to say about it that
could change.

Dan, the head of Dancap
Productions, surprised a lot
of people when he
announced that the Canadi-
an premiere of Shrek The
Musical would take place in
Montreal rather than his
hometown. The production
completed a successful six-
day, eight-show run at the
Place des Arts last week
before setting up at the
Toronto Centre for the Arts
(5040 Yonge St.) earlier this
week. It will continue there
until April 1.

Shrek the Musical original-
ly opened on Broadway in
December 2009 and is based
on the story and characters
from William Steig’s book
Shrek!, as well as  the wide-
ly popular DreamWorks ani-
mation film series. The
musical tells the story of the
loveable swamp-dwelling
ogre who goes on a life-
changing adventure to
reclaim the deed to his land.
Joined by a wise-cracking
donkey, this unlikely hero
fights a fearsome dragon,
rescues a feisty princess and
learns that real friendship
and true love aren’t only
found in fairy tales.

Dan told the Jewish Tribune
how excited he was to get to
know the Montreal market.  

“Because we booked Shrek
the Musical for the Toronto
Centre for the Arts on March
20, there was an opening
beforehand so we decided to
bring it to Montreal first.”

Before establishing Dancap
Productions, Dan had actu-
ally become familiar with
Montreal from his days
working at the family busi-
ness, Novopharm Limited
and the Novopharm sub-
sidiary, Wampole Canada
Inc., a herbal supplement
and vitamin manufacturer.

“I used to be in Montreal
on a monthly basis,” he
said. “So I certainly recog-
nize what a great city it is.
We actually had considered
bringing Jersey Boys there
first. The timing did not
work out and a Canadian
tour of the show will start in
Western Canada. I am opti-
mistic for 2013 though.
Right now I am looking for-
ward to getting to know the
Montreal market and to
build a connection with
Place des Arts.”

Chris Scholey, Dancap’s
national manager of pro-

gramming and touring, was
in Montreal for the premiere
of Shrek and said this tour-
ing version is better than the
one that played on Broad-
way. He also agreed that
Montreal is a market that
merits more attention on
their part.

Dan is a Tony-Award-win-
ning producer for Memphis.
Born in Toronto, he graduat-
ed from the University of
Western Ontario with a
degree in Administrative
and Commercial studies in
1985. Soon after, he joined
Novopharm Limited. In
2002, he founded Dancap
Private Equity, a private
firm that invests its own
funds from a $50 million
investment base in mid-mar-
ket Canadian businesses,
and as co-investment part-
ner for medium- to large-
sized international business-
es. Dan also founded Dan-
cap Global Asset Manage-
ment. 

In 2007, Dan launched
Dancap Productions with an
inaugural season that
included The Drowsy Chap-
erone, The 25th Annual Put-
nam County Spelling Bee, 3
Mo Divas, successful
revivals of beloved shows
like My Fair Lady as well as

summer presentations of
Avenue Q and the Tony
Award-winning Jersey Boys.

After a two-year run with
Jersey Boys, Dancap Produc-
tions returned to presenting
a subscription series of
award-winning Broadway
theatre.

Dancap’s 2011 subscription
series featured the Canadian
premiere of five new musi-
cals direct from Broadway:
9 to 5: The Musical, based
on the hit film with music
and lyrics by the incompara-
ble Dolly Parton; Next to
Normal, the most talked
about show on Broadway
and winner of the 2010
Pulitzer Prize for drama;
Come Fly Away, Twyla
Tharp’s electrifying celebra-
tion of the music of Frank
Sinatra; The Addams Family,
a new musical based on the
TV and film characters;
Memphis, winner of the
most awards in the 2009-
2010 Broadway season
including the Tony Award
for Best Musical; and the
return of The Lincoln Center
Theater production of
Rodgers & Hammerstein’s
South Pacific. Coming up
next is In the Heights, the
Jersey Boys tour, West Side
Story, Beauty and the Beast
and A Christmas Story.

Dan is spending a lot of time
in New York these days  for
what promises to be a huge
hit: Prince of Broadway.

The new musical will debut
in November, celebrating leg-
endary Broadway director and
producer Harold (Hal) Prince.
It will, in fact, forego the pre-
Broadway engagement in
Toronto.

For more information
about Shrek The Musical go
to  www.dancaptickets.com
or call (416) 640-0172.

Toronto’s Dancap pleased
with Montreal test drive 
for Shrek the Musical

Dancap’s Aubrey Dan surprises
by opening musical in Montreal.

A scene from Shrek the Musical
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Hillel Kuttler    

BALTIMORE – Do the names
Pavel Haas, Gideon Klein,
Erwin Schulhoff and Viktor
Ullman ring a bell? How
about Ferdinand Hiller,
Ignaz Moscheles, Henry
Herz, Giacomo Meyerbeer
and Karl Goldmark?

They mean everything to
Michael Wolpe, an Israeli
pianist who considers him-
self first and foremost a
composer – and a lover of
the beautiful music they and
others wrote.

Wolpe is determined to
rescue their compositions
and, in the process, their
legacies. Haas, Klein, Schul-
hoff and Ullman were mur-
dered in the Holocaust.
Hiller, Moscheles, Herz,
Meyerbeer and Goldmark
were 19th-century com-
posers whose work, along
with many others, was
banned and burned by the
Nazis, leaving many pieces
still missing.

A decade-long search for
their musical scores has led
Wolpe, head of the composi-
tion and conducting depart-
ment at the Jerusalem Acad-
emy of Music and Dance, to
archives and libraries in
Germany, America and Eng-
land, and to private collec-
tions worldwide. He hopes
that readers can direct him
towards some of the lost
music; in December, he was
interviewed on the Israeli
radio program Hamador
L’chipus Krovim (Searching
for Relatives Bureau).

Recovering sheet music is
not all Wolpe is after. He
also performs the scores,
thus reincarnating the works
and, by extension, their cre-
ators. That sometimes
entails additional toil to

complete unfinished compo-
sitions. It’s an investment
Wolpe intently makes.

“Jews were very involved
in music in Central and
Western Europe in the 19th
century, not just
Mendelssohn and Brahms.
Many of them have been
forgotten because the Nazis
erased them,” said Wolpe,
speaking from his Kibbutz
Sde Boker home following a
tiring night shift running the
communal dining room. 

“All these composers – one
reason they’ve been forgot-
ten is antisemitism, period. I
have an interest in research-
ing them and returning
them to the stage.”

Wolpe searches by sending
letters and emails to experts
at music archives and to col-
leagues in the music field,
who forward his requests.
Wolpe knows what pieces to
ask for by reading biogra-
phies and period newspaper
clippings and reviews.

Four years ago, fortune
struck when Wolpe received
an email from the Liszt
School of Music in Weimar,
Germany. Its archive con-
tains numerous scores that
the Nazis stole from Jews
imprisoned at the Buchen-
wald concentration camp
and then sent to Weimar.
Other pieces are archived
there because the com-
posers’ works were per-
formed over many decades
at the city’s renowned
music festival.

“I saw there entire worlds
of Jews who wrote such
beautiful music and had
come to the festival – works
on the level of Chopin,
Berlioz and Schumann,”
Wolpe said of searching the
Weimar archive. “I feel a
deep obligation to bring it

back to the stage so people
could enjoy it.… That is my
goal as a musician and as a
Jew.”

Wolpe first learned of the
lost works several years ago
during the two-week sum-
mer seminars on Jewish
musical history that he’s
taught for the past decade at
at Givat Haim’s (Ichud)
Theresienstadt House, a
wing built by survivors of
the Nazi’s Prague-area con-
centration camp. Wolpe had
known of the great Roman-
tic-era composers Felix
Mendelssohn and Gustav
Mahler being born Jewish
but not remaining so, and
he “wanted to learn about”
other Jews who were among
“the greatest European com-
posers of the 19th century,”
he explained.

Wolpe has been assisted
by Elmar Fulda, the Liszt
conservatory’s vice-presi-
dent of performance studies.
Fulda, who is not Jewish,
helps Wolpe in locating
scores, including one by
Herz that they tracked down
last year in a private collec-
tion in California.

The two professors also
co-founded the Young Phil-
harmonic Orchestra
Jerusalem Weimar. Seventy
students from the Jerusalem
and Weimar academies per-
formed in the orchestra’s
inaugural concerts in late
2011, visiting Germany and
Israel. They will tour bienni-
ally; the next concerts are
planned for 2013.

Much of what the orches-
tra plays are the works of
the late, great European
Jewish composers. One was
Ullman’s Piano Sonata No.
7, for which Wolpe wrote
the orchestration in 2007.
Another was Goldmark’s

Violin Concerto in A minor,
a piece that Wolpe found in
the Weimar archive two
years ago.

Fulda sees in his collabora-
tion with Wolpe an opportu-
nity to correct an injustice.
The musical-historical
whole is akin to an apple,
he said, of which “the Jews
were a very important part.”

“There was a time that the
Nazis took out a piece of
this apple for stupid rea-
sons. If you want to have a
picture of the music of the
19th and early 20th cen-
turies, you have to put this
piece back, put this music
back. It was part of the
music world,” Fulda
explained.

“Most of this music was
not banned because it was
bad music,” he said. “It is
our duty to give this music
back to the world.”

Please email the writer at
seekingkin@jta.org if you
know the whereabouts of the
lost works of European Jew-
ish composers or if you
would like the help of ‘Seek-
ing Kin’ searching for long-
lost relatives and friends.
Include the principal facts
and your contact informa-
tion in a brief (one-para-
graph) email. 

– JTA

Seeking kin: restoring the lost legacies of European Jewish composers

PHOTO: COURTESY OF MICHAEL WOLPE

Israeli musician Michael Wolpe is seeking out the works of Euro-
pean Jewish composers whose legacies were lost in the Holocaust. 

JERUSALEM – Israel is not doing enough to
stop the large increase in attacks on Pales-
tinians by Jewish extremists, according to
an internal European Union report.

The report by the 22 heads of mission of
EU countries’ ambassadors in Ramallah said
there were 411 assaults in 2011, compared to
266 in 2010 and 132 in 2009, according to
Euobserver.com, which saw the report. The
Netherlands was the lone country that
refused to endorse the report.

The attacks ranged from throwing stones
to gunfire, and uprooting olive trees to burn-
ing mosques. Three Palestinians were
reported dead and 183 injured by the
attacks.

Eight Jewish settlers, including five mem-
bers of the Fogel family, were killed and 37
injured.

The report said that a small “hard-core”
group of Jewish settlers carried out the
attacks, according to Euobserver. But the
diplomats also called the settler attacks part
of a broader Israeli campaign to get rid of
the Palestinians, saying they “effectively
force a withdrawal of the Palestinian popu-
lation away from the vicinity of settlements,
thereby increasing the scope for settlement
expansion.”

The EU report said that more than 90 per

cent of complaints filed by Palestinians
ended with no indictment.

Israel has set up a police task force to stop
settler attacks and Israeli leaders have
roundly condemned such attacks, an Israeli
official told Euobserver. The EU report also
acknowledged that Israeli soldiers helped
prevent attacks during the Palestinian olive
harvest last year. 

– JTA

Israel not halting settler attacks on
Palestinians, EU report says

Oil field discovered off Tel
Aviv coast
JERUSALEM – An oil and natural gas field
was discovered off the coast of Tel Aviv.

The Gabriella and Yitzhak fields were dis-
covered in shallow water 15 miles north-
west of Tel Aviv, Globes reported, citing the
Adira Energy Corp. Adira is working on the
project in conjunction with Modiin Energy.

Last Tuesday’s announcement came after
the conclusion of a 3-D seismic survey,
which estimates that the two fields com-
bined have about 232.2 million barrels of oil
and 1.8 trillion cubic feet of natural gas,
according to Globes.

Drilling is expected to begin at the end of
the year. 

– JTA
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�e Jewish League

Registration for
B’nai Brith Canada’s

Mens 2012 Softball League
andWomen’s 2012 Softball League

Registration Opens on-line
March 1, 2012

Season begins 1st week in May
Meet up with last year’s team
or organize a new team and

We are bigger and better
(one of Canada’s largest adult leagues)
and look forward to a great season!

Online standings and schedules, banquet,
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NEWS > BUSINESS

David Benovadia
ISRAEL21c

‘Clean’ isn’t always as clean
as you think. While the
chemicals in cleaning solu-
tions and water purification
systems do away with
germs, they dirty the envi-
ronment and aren’t healthy
for humans.

An Israeli company is
offering an alternative: an
ozone-based cleaning sys-
tem to purify tap water. The
system, says Ittai Weissberg,
CEO of Greeneng Solutions,
is better at getting rid of
germs, and is a lot safer
than chlorine- and ammo-
nia-based cleaning solu-
tions. And it does the job
cheaply.

Ozone consists of three
oxygen atoms instead of the
normal two, generated by
ultraviolet light that breaks
apart oxygen atoms and
allows them to recombine
into ozone. It's long been
known that once injected in
water, ozone is extremely
effective at killing bacteria:
50 per cent more effective
than chlorine and 3,200
times faster. No pathogen
can survive ozone, nor can
a germ adapt to it. In fact,
the US Food & Drug Admin-
istration determined ozone
to be a completely safe
method of water decontami-
nation in 2001.

The problem is that pro-
ducing the ozone and apply-
ing it to water was an
expensive proposition. But
Greeneng has developed
technology to more cheaply
produce ozone. For the first
time, says Weissberg, ozone
water decontamination is
now price-competitive with
chemical, especially chlo-
rine, decontamination.

Two-year-old Greeneng’s
flagship product, Ozochef, is
designed for commercial
kitchens. Tap water infused
with ozone kills germs on
contact and can be used for
disinfecting fruits and vegeta-
bles, cutting boards, utensils
and work surfaces – without
any soap or chemicals.

“The system is designed
for commercial kitchens, in
restaurants, catering halls,
hotels and the like,” says
Weissberg. “We install
Ozochef at the source of the
water in the kitchen, and
the system processes all the
water coming out of the
kitchen taps. There’s no
need to change or add any-
thing, so the kitchen
remains germ-free. The sys-
tem is fully controlled by an
advanced controller which
runs all actions and deci-
sions such as when and
how much ozone to pro-
duce, keeping the exact
ozone dosage in the disin-
fected water, keeping water
pressure constant, etc.”

Banishing ‘chemical cock-
tails’ from these kitchens,
says Weissberg, takes away
the risks involved with chlo-
rine, which can react with
organic matter in the water
and form dangerous car-
cinogens.

“Why take a chance?” asks
Weissberg. “With ozone you
have perfectly safe deconta-
mination that is more effec-
tive than what you get with
chlorine.”

Greeneng’s other product
based on ozone technology,
the greyOgreen system, is
designed for use in hotels
and other notorious water-
wasting facilities.

“New laws in Israel and
other places require hotels,
among other places, to recy-

cle their water, and greyO-
green uses ozone to com-
pletely cleanse and recycle
wastewater from showers,
laundries and kitchens,”
says Weissberg.

While there are many
gray-water systems on the
market, Weissberg claims
Greeneng’s is superior
because it produces water
that’s actually clean enough
to drink, although it may
legally be used only for
flushing toilets and watering
gardens. And it is compara-
ble in cost to other recycling
systems.

Next up, Greeneng is get-
ting ready to introduce a
system to disinfect swim-
ming pools without chlo-
rine. Some studies have
shown that chemicals in
chlorinated swimming pools
may cause asthma, respira-
tory problems and even can-
cer. Here, too, besides
removing the health risk –
and the bacteria – Gree-
neng’s technology keeps
costs down, eliminating the
need to buy copious
amounts of chlorine. And
the less chlorine in water
runoff, the better for the
environment, Weissberg
points out.

The company, based in
Hod Hasharon, is privately
funded but is seeking active
investments. With a tech-
nology that disinfects water
more safely, Weissberg is
certain he will be able to
find the funding Greeneng
needs to expand.

“Ozone has all the advan-
tages of chemical disinfec-
tion with none of the risks,”
says Weissberg. “Our tech-
nology makes ozone disin-
fection more affordable. We
expect to do very well as
word gets out about this.”

Germ-slaying ozone 
creates pure water

PHOTO: NATI SHOHAT/FLASH90

From swimming pools to commercial kitchens, Greeneng is offering technology that can decontaminate
water with ozone cheaply and safely.
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MONTREAL – When Stacey Levy
graduated from Bialik High School
in the Montreal island suburb of
Côte St-Luc in 1986, she never
dreamed that two and a half
decades later she would be mar-
ried, a mother of four and burning
up the United Kingdom’s commer-
cial pop charts as Stacey Jackson.

“Not a chance,” Jackson told the
Jewish Tribune in a telephone
interview from her London home
last week. “This real dream comes
true.”

The dance/pop diva gained
notice after the release about 18
months ago of her song Live it Up,
featuring Snoop Dogg in the UK,
which propelled her all the way to
No. 2 on the dance charts behind
Katy Perry. Since then she has
toured consistently in multiple
countries and built an impressive
following. She just released her
latest single stateside – a cover of
Whitesnake’s Is This Love – and
proves  with every belted note that
it’s never too late in life to follow
your dreams and find success.

While en route to Las Vegas and
other American cities, Jackson has
added a Montreal stop to her
North American tour this spring
just for her alma mater.  She has
been chosen as this year’s Concert
Gala honouree at Bialik, coincid-
ing with the schools performance
of Moulin Rouge on March 25. She
will also perform.

So how did this all come about?
Well first she went from Levy to
Jackson. She met her husband
Henry Jackson while on holiday in
Boca Raton. 

“Henry is Jewish,” she pointed
out. “People get fooled by the
Jackson name. We actually met at
a bar and within the first hour I
knew he was the man I was going

to marry. We settled in New York
initially. Henry was working in the
banking industry and he had an
opportunity for a position in Lon-
don. We had two children at the
time so we figured this sounded

like a fun thing to do for a couple
of years. We have now been there
for 12 years and love it.”

Jackson had been performing
music since childhood, raising
money at the age of 11 for the

Jerry Lewis Telethon through a
neighbourhood variety show she
assembled and hosted, which led
to an invitation to sing on local
TV.  

After graduating from Concordia

University, she had a successful
career as a publicist for CBS and
Lifetime networks in New York.
This enabled her to soak up show
business savvy from the likes of
clients Tim Robbins, Quentin
Tarantino, Rowan Atkinson and
Debbie Reynolds. She also spear-
headed the PR to launch the
Actor’s Studio and the Independent
Film Channel, all the while singing
in a Motown band performing
around the city. 

Once in England, two more chil-
dren followed and then against all
odds stardom. 

“I was always a rocker growing up
in Montreal and wanted to record an
album,” Jackson recounted. “I got
involved with this British charity
Music for Youth (which supports
education with scholarships for tal-
ented youth) and working with
about 30 or 40 kids I  made an
album which generated sales equiva-
lent to $35,000. It created a real
buzz. Before you knew it I had a
manager, was meeting Snoop Dogg,
had videos, concerts and a follow-
ing. It is all quite surreal, especially
doing this while in my 40s.

Jackson is thrilled to be returning
to her old school. “JPPS and Bialik
really instilled in me the confi-
dence that is serving me so well
today,” she said. “I am very proud
of my Jewish heritage and make a
point of that every chance I get in
my new career.”

The gala co-chairs  are Robin
Alexander Schwartz  and Ruth
Bensimon Choueke. To reserve
tickets for the gala go online to
www.jppsbialik.ca/gala2012. More
than 450 people are expected.
Jackson’s website is
http://www.staceyjackson.com
and it contains some exceptional
videos.

UK’s Jewish dance/pop diva returning
to hometown and alma mater

FEATURES > ENTERTAINMENT

After-40 success story Stacey Jackson in a dramatic pose. The UK dance/pop sensation is coming home to Montreal.

MONTREAL – In the new motion
picture Servitude, premiering in
Canadian theatres March 30, Toronto
screenwriter and producer Michael
Sparaga, provides a semi-autobio-
graphical comedy that follows a
group of frustrated waiters who take
over their restaurant for one final,
glorious night when they discover
they are all about to be fired.

The lead character, played by Joe
Dinicol (Passchendaele) is Josh
Stein, a dissatisfied waiter at the
kitschy, western-themed Ranch
Steakhouse. 

“The lead character is essentially
me at age 25, a young Jewish man
at a crossroads, having to decide
whether it's time to grow up and
go to law school or continue to
pursue his childhood dream of
becoming a writer,” said Sparaga.

In an interview with the Jewish
Tribune, Sparaga noted that the
film was developed with mentor-
ship from such Hollywood heavy-
weights as Ivan Reitman (Ghost-
busters) and Etan Cohen (Tropic
Thunder). The stellar cast includes
Dave Foley (The Kids in the Hall),
Enrico Colantoni (Flashpoint and
Person of Interest), Lauren Collins
(Degrassi: The Next Generation)
and Margot Kidder (Superman).

“I met with Ivan Reitman for two
hours one day in November 2009,”
said Sparaga. “I was always a
huge fan of his. The first date I

ever went on, I took the girl to
Reitman’s movie Ghostbusters.
Ivan was very inspiring and he
encouraged me to make the lead
character Jewish and not be afraid
to show some ethnicitity.”

An honours graduate of York
University’s film department, Sper-
aga’s  debut feature, the super-
hero-comedy Sidekick, played in
numerous film festivals and was
theatrically released in Canada
before going on to sell home video
and television rights in multiple
international territories, including
Canada (Maple Pictures) and the
US (Warner Home Video). Remake
rights were optioned by Univer-
sal’s Focus Features. His follow-up
production, Maple Flavour Films, a
comedic documentary on the cur-
rent state of the Canadian film
industry, which he also directed,
made the rounds on the Canadian
film festival circuit and aired on
Canadian airlines and PayTV. 

Servitude was developed as part
of Telefilm Canada’s first ever Fea-
tures Comedy Lab, presented in
collaboration with the CFC and the
Just For Laughs Festival. In fact, it
debuted at the latter event last
summer, selling out all three
shows. 

“We had a choice between JFL
and the Toronto International Film
Festival,” Sparaga says. “JFL was
instrumental in making this hap-

pen. So we chose that route.”
Selected as one of only five par-

ticipants from across Canada, as
part of the lab, he said he appreci-
ated the opportunity to prepare
Servitude for production with the
likes of  Reitman,  Cohen  and
Petrie. As a screenwriter, he has
had several screenplays optioned
and others in active development.
When not writing and producing
under his own banner, he works
with other independent filmmak-
ers, providing story editing servic-
es, as well as assisting them in
various producing capacities. 

Regarding Servitude, Sparaga
said, “I wrote this movie as a
catharsis when I was still waiting
tables at The Keg. But this isn’t
just a movie for waiters. It’s a
movie for every working stiff who
ever felt like rising up and reclaim-
ing their pride.”

Sparaga worked at the two
downtown locations of The Keg
and actually wrote this script in
1999. It sat in a drawer for a
decade until he heard about the
lab and applied. A native of Toron-
to, he spent some of his younger
years in Niagara Falls, NY. There
he met Joel Roth, who not only
became one of his best friends in
Hebrew school but remains both
his buddy and story editor today.

More bout Servitude can be found
at www.servitudemovie.com.

Stories by Mike Cohen
Quebec Bureau Chief

Jewish screenwriter-producer set for motion picture release of Servitude

“The lead character is essentially me at age 25,” says Michael Sparaga.
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Zev Kalin
Ottawa Correspondent

OTTAWA – Not content to
rest on his hockey laurels,
Sidney Greenberg, who,
along with his brothers
sold their Astral  Media
empire to Bel l ’s  parent
company BCE Inc.  for
$2.85 billion last Friday,
has plans to turn the Cana-
da Israel Hockey School
(CIHS) he sponsors into a
world-class training and
development faci l i ty.   

According to Greenberg,
while they were in Ottawa
last week, the CIHS team,
“went to a training school
(and learned) how to exer-
cise, how to eat, everything
from top to bottom.... I hope
to bring Mathieu Schneider
(to CIHS) this summer....
The kids are eager”

Greenberg said while visit-
ing with the team in Ottawa,
“One of the Arab kids...said
Mr. Greenberg, we only
practise twice a week. Can
we go four times a week?
That's how excited they are
to play hockey.”

According to Levav Wein-
berg, general manager of
CIHS, who conceived of the
school as a way to develop
Israeli talent and convinced
Greenberg to sponsor his
dream, his students would
be on the ice every day if
they could.

“When that little boy went
up to Sidney he was so
moved he told the kids he
was going to give them
three days a week. I think
they were more excited
about that than anything
else in the last 10 days.”

Weinberg volunteers as
GM and is a full-time apple
farmer near Metula, the
small, northern most, Israeli
town that’s home to Canada
Centre and the country’s
only regulation-sized hockey
rink.

Greenberg said, “When I
see how anxious the kids
are it's amazing.... Every
time I go there, I watch it, I
get (fired up and think)...
okay, we’ve got to make it
bigger faster. 

“I have this mishigas,” he
confided, “Working with

young (Jewish) Israeli kids
and Arab kids. This is...
going to help, especially at
the border with Syria and
Lebanon.”

Weinberg observed, “You
see them...on the ice, in
their equipment, you can’t
tell who’s Druze, who’s a
Jew, who’s a boy or a girl,
you just see kids, having
fun, who love to play
hockey. That is  why I
worked so hard to bring
them here.... I wanted to
take kids who love hockey
and make them addicted to
hockey.”

The training doesn’t stop
with the students. 

Greenberg stated, “I
brought four of the coaches
from Israel (to Canada) to
learn the right methods last
year. I brought one of them
here for a week to do the
testing in coaching. After
that I sent four of them to
Switzerland. This is what
I'm doing now, developing
the coaching.  

He said he is also, “send-
ing NHL coaches (to CIHS)
twice a year for 10-day sets,
once around January and
once in the summer, to
work with the coaches there
and teach as much as they
can. (The NHL coaches) just
love going there.”  

Greenberg has been sup-

porting hockey in Israel for
some time, bringing teams
to compete there. On one
trip, he reminisces, “I was
up in Metula and (Wein-
berg) came up to me and he
says, ‘Can you help us out
here? We’d like to have a
school for kids.’ And we
started talking. I said okay
give me a budget. He came
back the next day. I said
okay. That was $50,000. So
we opened up our first
school, we had 125 kids. 

“The second year we were
up to 250, now we’re up to
400. Next year we’ll proba-
bly have 600 because we
have 125 Arabs (now and)
next year we’re going to
have close to 250 (Arab stu-
dents).

“The only problem,”
Greenberg complained, “is
we don't have enough facili-
ties. But I hope in another

six months (to a) year (we'll
have) another arena. I’ve
been working with Ameri-
cans (to) open one in
Netanya. Eilat opened up an
arena last month.

“There’s about 2,000 kids
in the Tel Aviv area that
play in-line hockey,” he
observed. “They have a
whole league and once a
month they go up to Metula
and play on the ice. If we
open the arena in Netanya,
over night I have at least,
2,000 more kids playing
hockey. 

“(Also) in Netanya, I have
200 Ethiopian kids learning
in-line skating. They’re com-
ing along. Probably in six
months they’ll be on ice.

“Jerusalem is looking to
open up an arena. Don’t for-
get (in) Israel, from Novem-
ber to March there's nothing
for them to do. Moreover

there’s a lot of Canadians
and Russian kids. Hockey’s
going to take off. 

“We even have the Ortho-
dox kids coming out to play.
Not only that, Orthodox
girls come out to play.

“You wouldn't believe; the
last time I was there I see
(a) girl in a skirt. Under-
neath she had the hockey
pants.

“And then the father,
after the game, came up to
me with his two daugh-
ters, they're about 11 years
old, both of them kissed
me. They just love hockey
and he wanted to thank
me (for allowing) his girls
play hockey. Can you
imagine? 

“What the Americans did
with Ping Pong I’m doing
with hockey. 

“That was my dream. It’s
working very well.”

NEW YORK – Jake Cohen, a
junior forward from Berwyn,
PA, had 24 points and 10
rebounds, but Davidson Col-
lege lost in the opening
round of the NCAA Men’s
Basketball Tournament.

Louisville, the fourth seed
in the West Regional,
upended the 13th-seeded
Wildcats, 69-62, last Thurs-

day in Portland, OR. David-
son finished at 25-8.

The 6-foot-10 Cohen con-
nected on 9 of 18 field goal
attempts and 6 of 7 from the
foul line against the defen-
sively strong Cardinals (27-9),
who won the Big East Confer-
ence tournament. He also had
a blocked shot and a steal.

Cohen had powered the

North Carolina school to the
title in the Southern Confer-
ence tournament with 17
points, 7 rebounds and 7
blocked shots in a 93-91
double overtime victory
over Western Carolina in the
championship game. This
season he averaged 14
points, 6 rebounds and 1.7
blocks.

Cohen nets 24, but Davidson falls 

Canada Israel Hockey School – a world-class institute in the making

Prime Ministers Stephen Harper and Benjamin Netanyahu displaying hockey jerseys presented to them by the Canada Israel Hockey School
on Parliament Hill in Ottawa.
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Did you ever wonder how to?
�Select a career direction that’s right for you

�Choose the right university/college programme
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�Pay for your education
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HOLOCAUST-RELATED STUDIES
RESEARCH OR EDUCATIONAL PROJECT

The League for Human Rights announces that
applications are now open for students pursuing
Holocaust-related studies wishing to undertake a
research or educational project this summer as
part of the League for Human Rights Hamilton
Family Fellowship program.

Please send your letter of intent, a summary of
your proposed project and your CV to the atten-
tion of the Fellowship Committee care of
rklein@bnaibrith.ca

An honourarium is available for the successful
candidate.
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C A R D

According to your report on the ‘Wherever
We Stand, We stand with Israel’ panel dis-
cussion, Jay Brodbar (executive director,
New Israel Fund of Canada) avoided serious
questions by inventing the claim that Prof.
Gerald Steinberg and NGO Monitor are
“right wing” (Jewish Tribune, March 15,
2012).

Mr. Brodbar should speak with Prof. Stein-
berg before making such dubious claims.

Brodbar attacked the messenger instead of
addressing the failure of the NIF to consis-
tently implement its own guidelines on BDS
and demonization. As he and others clearly
know, NGO Monitor is an independent, non-
partisan research institution examining the
activities and funding of political advocacy
groups claiming a human rights mandate in
the region. Our research shows that NIF has
funded groups, such as Adalah, that invoke
“apartheid” rhetoric and are leaders in other
forms of demonization of Israel.  

Once again, NGO Monitor reminds Mr.

Brodbar that we welcome the opportunity to
have a constructive conversation with him
and anyone else from NIF. As the Canadian
head of a powerful political organization
that claims to promote liberal and progres-
sive values, the refusal to engage in con-
structive dialogue instead of mud slinging
and ideological labelling is difficult to
accept.

Ironically, in discussing the need to under-
stand the “entire context” regarding support
for Israel, Broadbar noted that “things are
not so black and white.” We could not agree
more. The massive amount of funding sus-
taining groups that demonize and delegit-
imize Israel is a complex issue that deserves
a serious and in-depth conversation. We
hope to hear from Mr. Broadbar soon.

Jason Edelstein
Communications Director
NGO Monitor
The Amuta for NGO Responsibility, R.A.

LETTERS

I have to admit I was taken
aback and barely breathed
while reading the article fea-
turing the travel book
author who was shocked to
find antisemitism in German
(Jewish Tribune, March 8,
2012), managing to gasp
every once in a while out of
pure shock, all the while my
mind racing with the words,
“what, why again?” 

Years ago, I was employed
by El Al Israel Airlines and
worked out of Mirabel Air-
port in Quebec. My grandfa-
ther was still alive then,
residing in Frankfurt and so
my parents would visit him
once a year.

On one occasion, they flew
Lufthansa, the airline of
Germany. They were seated
in regular class and sudden-
ly the air hostess read their
names aloud and asked
them to identify themselves.  

Mom became very fright-
ened and my father just
smiled gently and reminded
her, the war was over. They
were then upgraded to first
class! 

On another occasion, my
parents were once again in
Germany and when my
grandfather became ill dur-
ing their visit, my mom
wanted to lengthen her stay
and so she went to the El Al

office where a German lady
of Lutheran descent struck
up a conversation with my
mom and asked whether she
was a Holocaust survivor.
The German employee sud-
denly blurted out to my
mom how sorry she was for
the atrocities her parents
generation imposed on the
Jewish people. How
ashamed she always felt!  

Now this brings me to the
many Germans of my gener-
ation who converted when
they married Jews, Israelis
no less. It is, therefore, no
small wonder, I was sur-
prised to read there is ram-
pant antisemitism in Ger-
many today.

How things must have
changed! When did the
hatred expose itself into the
air again? My guess would
be the Muslims and the Left

in Germany were strong
enough over there to make it
happen, to make it main-
stream. 

Oh, it is not only them.
The world watched as US

President Barack Obama
apologized to Muslims over
and over again. It is all con-
nected like dots in a child’s
colouring book page. The
world watched as some
influential left-wing Jews,
Israelis included, joined in
the chant of delegitimizing
Israel. The whole world is
watching is not a chant any-
more, it is a huge threat to
Jews around the world and
to Israel in particular. The
dots do not run on currents.
They cannot be disconnect-
ed.

Vardit Feldman
Toronto, ON

Panelist accused of inventing ‘right
wing’ claim

The New Israel Fund (NIF) of Canada is not
a group that I would support (Jewish Trib-
une, March 15, 2012).

Whereas B’nai Brith “draws a red line in
the sand,” and won’t support  groups that
“support the boycott, divestment and sanc-
tions (BDS) movement,” we know that the
NIF will support “organizations involved in
specific boycotts of settlement services....”

The NIF has a facile, simple and closed-
minded way of passing off criticism of its
positions by saying that the criticism
belongs to “specific views that are right
wing.”

Our enemies love to hear the nuanced
positions of the left, which leave open all
kinds of hateful views and anti-Israel/antise-

mitic diatribes. I have witnessed Palestinian,
leftist and even so-called Jewish groups on
campuses use the confused and equivocal
positions of our Jewish authorities to
advance their own lies and annihilationist
views.

At this time we certainly need supporters
of Israel and those who will fight for our
side – the side which also has truth connect-
ed to the narrative and history. We do not
need any more leftist groups who do not
advance Israel’s best interests nor our own
western and Jewish values as their primary
focus.

Gary Gerofsky
Dundas, ON

We do not need leftist groups that
do not advance Israel’s best 
interests, reader says

Our dad, David Geneen has been diagnosed
with Myledlodysplasic Syndrome.

It’s a chronic blood disease that is ulti-
mately fatal. He is in urgent need of a stem
cell transplant. With a simple cheek swab,
doctors can tell if you’re a match for our
Dad, or maybe one of the other thousands
of people around the world that are strug-
gling to stay alive. 

Unfortunately, we were not matches.
That's why we need you. If you are
between the ages of 17 and 50 please help
us out with a quick visit to Holy Blossom
Synagogue on Sunday, March 25 between
Noon and 4 p.m. to register with One-
Match.ca and be swabbed. However, if you
can’t make it there, a cheek swab kit can be
sent to your home by clicking this link:
http://bit.ly/xic0XT

Should you be a match for our Dad, or
even have the opportunity to save someone

else, the procedure is both simple and pain-
less, similar to giving blood. You’re only in
the hospital as an outpatient for a few
hours.

What are the benefits? First you’ll poten-
tially be saving LIVES. Second you’ll learn
your blood type (which in fact is a good
thing to know). Third, life needs heroes and
you’ll not only be a real hero to us but also
to the thousands of less fortunate people
with this huge challenge. 

We love our Dad more than you can imag-
ine. He’s always been there for us and now
it’s our turn to be there for him. We can’t
imagine life without him. 

Thank You. 

Daniel and Julian Geneen 
To learn more, please visit: http://www.face-
book.com/pages/David-Geneen-Bone-Mar-
row-Drive/395174897163257

Our father is dying – we can’t 
save him, but maybe you can

Reader taken aback by author who
was shocked to find 
antisemitism in Germany

Kudos to Jewish 
Tribune article
When comparing the Canadian Jewish News’ article of Anita
Bromberg’s B’nai Brith presence – at the Temple Sinai
recently – to that of the more lively perspective the Jewish
Tribune printed, I can only say, “That’s nice” to Vicki
Tobianah’s CJN piece debatably entitled, Panelists discuss
ways to support Israel, while, the JT receives well-deserved
kudos for honestly telling it like it really was.  Maybe not as
“nice,” but way truer.

Victor Redlick, Toronto, ON
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Jewish immigration to Canada is the story,
not only of the arrival and settlement of
Jews in this country, but also of the way
they were treated while attempting to adapt
to their new home.

Negative attitudes towards Jews and
Judaism, ranging from mild distaste to
intense and pathological antisemitism, have
shaped the contours of Canadian Jewish
life, particularly in the periods of mass Jew-
ish immigration and extending through the
end of World War II and even into the
1950s.

Most Jewish immigration to this country
occurred after 1881, and consisted, until the
1950s, primarily of east European Ashke-
nazim. In 1881, there were just 2,443 Jews
in Canada; 40 years later Canada’s Jews
numbered 126,196. 

Clearly, such a large influx of Jews elicited
a variety of responses. While many wel-
comed Jews as hard-working immigrants,

for others this immigration had created a
“Jewish problem” on Canadian soil.      

In the Anglo-Canadian world, Canada was
seen as an outpost of British civility; for
French Canadians, the upholding of the
Catholic faith was a religious imperative. For
both, therefore, Jewish immigrants threat-
ened the very fabric of society. Jews were
perceived as ethnic and religious undesir-
ables with little economic utility and stood
in direct conflict with the social and eco-
nomic assumptions on which Canadian
immigration policy was built. 

Wrote Henri Bourassa, the French Canadi-
an intellectual and journalist, in 1906: “The
experience of every civilized country is that
the Jews are the most undesirable class of
people any country can have.”

In 1923, the Canadian government closed
the door to all unsponsored immigrants
from central and eastern Europe except
farmers. And then it moved to control those
described as belonging “to races that cannot
be assimilated without social or economic
loss to Canada.” 

Jews were lumped into a Special Permit
group. The only ones permitted into Canada
would be those who could obtain special
permits exempting them from the new regu-
lations – and this required formal cabinet

approval in each individual case. 
Not surprisingly, only a trickle of individ-

ual Jews entered Canada annually during
the next quarter-century. Immigration offi-
cials such as F.C. Blair, assistant deputy
minister of immigration after 1924 and
deputy minister after 1936, would see to
that. Even German Jewish doctors willing to
serve in Newfoundland’s outports were
refused admission.

The opposition to Jewish immigration in
the ’30s and ’40s included Prime Minister
William Lyon Mackenzie King himself; he
worried in private that letting in too many
Jews would cause riots and undermine
Canadian unity. And in this he reflected pre-
vailing public opinion in this country: polls
taken in the years before 1945 showed that,
along with Asians, Jews were the least-
wanted immigrants.   

Quebec had a long and dishonourable tra-
dition of antisemitism, which intensified
with the rise of fascism in the 1930s. In
June 1934, Samuel Rabinovitch, a Jewish
medical student who had graduated first in
his class at the Université de Montréal, was
offered an internship at Notre Dame Hospi-
tal. All 14 other interns there walked out in
protest, supported by interns from five other
Montreal-area Catholic hospitals. 

Who could blame them, asked the French-
language Le Devoir? It would be repugnant
to be treated – even touched – by a Jewish
physician. 

In the Laurentians, Jews were harassed,
taunted and assaulted; hotels and other
establishment proudly sported ‘Gentiles
Only’ signs. The Achat chez Nous move-
ment urged French Canadians to buy only
from co-religionists and stay away from
Jewish shopkeepers who, noted Le Devoir,
“have cheating and corruption in their
bloodstream.” 

Not surprisingly, Québécois politicians and
clergy led the agitation against further Jew-
ish immigration to Canada. As one Toronto
rabbi, Maurice Eisendrath, said in June
1938: “In Quebec antisemitism is a way of
life.” 

Maurice Duplessis, premier of Quebec
after 1936, vigorously opposed the admis-
sion of Jewish refugees to Canada. During
the 1944 provincial election, he spread sto-
ries about a supposed “international Zion-
ist” plot to spirit 100,000 Jews into the
province at the end of the war if the provin-
cial Liberals would be returned to power.

Though Quebec was particularly bad, the
rest of Canada was not free of anti-Jewish
prejudice either. 

Social Credit, the Orange Order, the Ku
Klux Klan – these and many other groups
were rife with antisemitic feeling. Three
weeks after winning power in Alberta in

1935, new Social Credit Premier William
Aberhart travelled to Detroit to discuss eco-
nomics with Father Charles Coughlin, an
antisemitic Catholic priest whose weekly
radio broadcasts attracted millions of listen-
ers. 

Other Social Crediters spouted nonsense
about “Jewish High Finance.” Especially
notorious was Norman Jaques, federal MP
for Wetaskiwin from 1935 to 1949. He pro-
pounded Jewish conspiracy theories and in
1943 attempted to read from the Protocols of
the Elders of Zion in the House of Com-
mons.

Throughout Canada, quotas and restric-
tions were a way of life, and anti-Jewish
bigotry sanctioned in press and pulpit. A
Canadian Jewish Congress study commis-
sioned in the late 1930s showed few Jewish
teachers, and no principals, in Canadian
schools. There was not a single Jewish uni-
versity professor in the country. 

Banks, insurance companies, and large
industrial and commercial enterprises
excluded Jews from employment. Jews were
refused work even as salespeople in depart-
ment stores. Restrictive covenants kept Jews
out of “desirable” neighbourhoods as either
tenants or homeowners. 

And unlike today, the legal system provid-
ed little in the way of redress. There were
few laws against discrimination, hatemon-
gering or the like.

Redress had to await more enlightened
times. Only in the 1960s could Canadian
Jews consider themselves, and be consid-
ered by others, to be part of the Canadian
family.

Henry Srebrnik is a professor of political sci-
ence at the University of Prince Edward
Island.

I read with interest your front page article
Community leaders silenced at Netanyahu
‘briefing’ written by Joanne Hill (Jewish
Tribune, March 8, 2012). I feel obliged to
comment on the end of the article when
the writer references the event on Friday,
March 4 with Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu and Prime Minister Stephen
Harper. 

While I certainly understand the frustra-
tion that some in the religious community
felt about the event being held so late on
Friday and not having the opportunity to
participate, I do want to make a few obser-
vations. 

First of all, I think Canadian Jews should
be very grateful that Prime Minister Harper
took time from his very busy schedule to
include the community in this momentous
visit of Prime Minister Netanyahu to Cana-
da.

Additionally, I want to stress that as a
Chabad rabbi who is charged with the
responsibility of bringing Jewish culture and
tradition to the Parliament Hill community, I
am constantly and consistently amazed by

the unprecedented sensitivity that Prime
Minister Harper and his office display to the
Jewish religious community. 

I can think of dozens of examples where
members of the Prime Minister’s Office have
extended themselves well beyond the call of
duty to ensure that Shabbat, Holiday and
dietary restrictions were adhered to. 

There were a number of times where large
functions were pushed off from Saturday to
Sunday or an entire event made Kosher only
because of a few religious Jews who were
attending. I have personally witnessed how
this consideration to the religious communi-
ty pervades the entire staff at the Prime
Minister’s Office. 

I can say with absolute certainty that any
concern or complaint with regard to reli-
gious Jews being given sufficient sensitivity
in political circles ought not be directed at
Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s office.

Rabbi Chaim Mendelsohn
Director of Public Affairs Canadian Federa-
tion of Chabad Lubavitch
Ottawa, ON

Were we once the stepchildren in the Canadian family?

Maurice Duplessis (above), premier of Quebec after 1936, vigorously opposed the admission of Jewish
refugees to Canada. In 1935, new Social Credit Premier William Aberhart (below) travelled to Detroit
to discuss economics with Father Charles Coughlin, an antisemitic Catholic priest.

LETTER

PMO, PM sensitive to religious
community’s needs 

The Global March to Jerusalem, scheduled
for March 30, 2012, is an anti-Israel publicity
stunt that aims to have a million people
marching on Israel’s borders from surround-
ing countries – Lebanon, Syria, Jordan and
Egypt – with the goal of reaching Jerusalem
and highlighting the so-called ‘Judaization
of Jerusalem.’

Eli E. Hertz

For more than 3,000 years, Jerusalem has
played a central role in the history of the
Jews, culturally, politically and spiritual-
ly, a role first documented in the Scrip-
tures. All through the 2,000 years of the
diaspora, Jews have called Jerusalem
their ancestral home. This sharply con-
trasts the relationship between Jerusalem
and the new Islamists who artificially

inf late Is lam’s l inks to Jerusalem.
The Arab rulers who controlled Jerusalem

through the 1950s and 1960s demonstrated
no religious tolerance in a city that gave
birth to two major Western religions. That
changed after the Six Day War in 1967,
when Israel regained control of the whole
city. Symbolically, one of Israel’s first steps
was to officially recognize and respect all
religious interests in Jerusalem. But the war
for control of Jerusalem and its religious
sites is not over.

Palestinian terrorism has targetted
Jerusalem particularly in an attempt to gain
control of the city from Israel. The result is
that they have turned Jerusalem, the City of
Peace, into a bloody battleground and have
thus forfeited any claim to share in the
city's destiny.

Global march to Jerusalem

Henry
SREBRNIK
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I have an abiding appreciation of animals.
My family has shared living space at one
point or another over the years with: a small
goat, a large iguana, a beautiful tarantula,
an assortment of rodents of various sizes,
and scores of tropical fish (the latter our
only current pets).

We didn’t choose some of those creatures.
Several were Purim gifts from students of
mine when I served as a teacher. The boys
meant well and I came, in time, to appreci-
ate each present. The only one we didn’t
keep very long was the goat, which repeat-
edly escaped from our back yard to feast on
a neighbour’s lawn. (We sold her – the goat,
that is – within a few weeks to a girl who
lived on a farm.)

We always treated our animals well – buy-
ing and feeding the tarantula the live crick-
ets it craved and making sure the mice and
hamsters got their exercise and fresh air.
(The untimely demise of that one member
of the order rodentia left too long in the sun
was entirely an accident, Chana; there is no
reason to feel bad.) And I try to be careful,
as per the Talmud’s exhortation regarding
animals, to feed our fish before I sit down
myself to dinner.

But my appreciation of all living things is
accompanied by the constant realization
that human beings are in an entirely differ-
ent realm from the rest of the biosphere.
And that we humans, while we are forbid-
den to cause unnecessary pain to animals,
are permitted to work them and even to kill
and eat them (well, we Jews, some of
them).

There are, however, those who believe oth-
erwise, that, in the words of PETA’s presi-
dent Ingrid Newkirk, “A rat is a pig is a dog
is a boy.” 

She’s wrong. Only the boy is a boy.
In truth, her conviction is the unavoidable

belief of any consistent atheist, whether he
chooses to be as blunt about it as she. 

For if humanity is a mere offspring of ran-
dom forces (a timely falsehood – it is the
Amalakian credo), then humans are no
more inherently worthy than any of
chance’s children. Species are species.

And what follows from the proposition
that humans are biological accidents is that
right and wrong have no more meaning
than right and left. To be sure, social con-
tracts can be made but in the end all that
really remains is the cold calculus of sur-
vival.

Which is not to say that atheists necessari-
ly engage in amoral behaviour, only that
their belief can present no compelling essen-
tial objection to it.

Equating animals with people can easily
lead to the devaluing of human life. That
contention, self-evident as it might seem,
routinely brings wolf-howls of outrage from
people like Newkirk.

They would do well to consider Meredith
Lowell, a 27-year-old animal rights activist
who once wrote that she sees nothing
wrong with “liberating” animals from fur
factory farms and laboratories since “sol-
diers liberated people from Nazi camps in
World War II.” She was recently charged in
Columbus, Ohio, with soliciting a hit man to
shoot or slit the throat of a random fur-
wearer, according to federal authorities.

The FBI discovered that, under an alias,
Lowell offered money for the killing of a vic-
tim of at least 12 years but “preferably 14
years old or older” outside a library near a
playground in her hometown. She allegedly
e-mailed her hire, an undercover FBI agent,
that “you need to bring a gun that has a

silencer on it” or a knife “sharp enough to
stab someone and/or slit their throat to kill
them.”

According to an affidavit, she told the
covert employee that she wanted to be there
when the slaying took place so she could
distribute “papers” afterward. She hoped to
be arrested so she could call attention to her
beliefs and to get out of the home she
shared with her parents and brothers who
eat meat and eggs and use fur, leather and
wool, investigators said.

No, most animal rights activists don’t try
to kill people. But many nonetheless proud-
ly subscribe to the credo “meat is murder.” 

And those three simple words harbour a
most dangerous conceptual seed. 

© Ami Magazine

Recently during his campaign, American
Presidential candidate Rick Santorum said
that 10 per cent of those who die in The
Netherlands are killed by euthanasia. He
added that half of these cases were involun-
tary. As in The Netherlands 136,000 people
died in 2010, Santorum was in fact claiming
that Dutch doctors kill close to 7,000 mainly
elderly people per year without their per-
mission. Over a few years, this would make
the Dutch medical profession a far bigger
murderer of civilians than Syrian President
Bashar al Assad.

There were many loud protests from The
Netherlands stating that Santorum’s claims
were false, as euthanasia is applied on 2.5
per cent of all dying people per year. There
is also no exact data on how many people
were killed without their permission. A con-
tributor to Forbes, however, pointed out that
when applying certain calculations, Santo-
rum’s claims may not have been so far off.
Whatever the exact figure is, there are hun-
dreds of cases every year of euthanasia in
The Netherlands, without the patient being
asked his or her permission.  

Let us now employ a bit of fantasy and
assume that Muslim states were intent on
assailing The Netherlands. They would then
claim in the United Nations Human Rights
Council (UNHRC) that such killings are a
severe breach of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights. These states could easily
muster a majority to have the UNHRC
appoint a commission of inquiry into this
matter. This all the more so, as many other
states need Muslim votes on issues of inter-
est to them.

Who would be better qualified to head
such a committee than the Grand Master of
Flawed UNHRC Reporting, Judge Richard
Goldstone? As his report on Israel was a
classic exercise in distorted methodology, its
model should be followed. His committee of

inquiry would include one member who
had already condemned The Netherlands on
euthanasia and another who was hostile to
the country.

Goldstone and his associates would set out
with their proven procedural methods. The
commission would reach its conclusion on
the basis of what it ‘saw, heard and read.’
The commission had accepted hearsay in
the Gaza war investigation. It would thus do
the same in the Dutch situation. 

As there are many medical doctors in The
Netherlands who consider euthanasia
immoral, a number of them would likely
testify and present the facts they have about
its abuse. The refusal of these doctors to
commit euthanasia has already led to anoth-
er contested initiative – a system of mobile
euthanasia units that will travel around The
Netherlands to respond to the wishes of sick
people who want to end their lives. 

Some individuals would appear before the
Goldstone commission relaying that family
members had asked to apply involuntary
euthanasia on a patient to lay their hands
on his inheritance. As hearsay is accepted as
evidence, I could also appear before the
commission. I have a Dutch acquaintance
who told me how hospital doctors exercised
extreme pressure on her to authorize
euthanasia on her mortally ill husband. She
stated that only because she has a son who
is a doctor and another who is a lawyer, she
had resisted their coercion. 

As tens of babies born with an open back
have been killed by Dutch doctors in recent

years, there would likely be other doctors
who would testify to the Goldstone commis-
sion that children born with an open back
have been unjustifiably characterized in
Dutch society as “misfits.” Others who might
appear before the commission would be from
Helping Hands, a Christian organization for
the handicapped. They wrote in the past to
the deputy health minister requesting better
protection for the handicapped.  

Due to the commission inquiry, the inter-
national public argument on euthanasia
would be widened. There would be articles
stating that there have been quite a few doc-
tors in history who were also mass-murder-
ers. They would then refer to Josef Mengele
of Auschwitz infamy. This theme of doctors
who murder could be extended to the late
Haitian dictator Papa Doc François Duvalier
and to Bashar al Assad, as well as many
other lesser known ones.

If Goldstone were consistent, the report
would be damning. After some time had
passed and major damage to The Nether-
lands was done, he would write an article
recanting part of his report, just as he did
concerning Israel. 

All of this of course, is pure fantasy.
Deeply flawed UNHRC reports only focus on
the one country which it condemns consis-
tently – Israel. All other countries, including
The Netherlands, needn’t worry.

Dr. Manfred Gerstenfeld has published 20
books. He is Chairman of the Jerusalem Cen-
ter for Public Affairs.

Santorum, Dutch euthanasia & Goldstone

Rick Santorum: stats on euthanasia in Netherlands Richard Goldstone: fantasy inquiry

Meat and murder
PETA’s president

Ingrid Newkirk has
said, “A rat is a
pig is a dog is a

boy.” She’s wrong.
Only the boy is a

boy.

Shoshana Bryen

“Mr. President, you live in a big country: wide
and long with friendly neighbours and oceans.
The distance of your journey from Honolulu to
Washington, DC, is 4,835 miles – 25 per cent
farther than the distance from Tel Aviv to
Tehran. Even from Los Angeles to Washington
is 2,308 miles. From our southern tip in Eilat to
Metullah in the north is 298 miles – just about
Washington, DC, to New York. Jerusalem to
Tel Aviv is 37 miles – although it feels longer in
traffic. From Gaza City to Sderot – 3 miles.

“The United States is big and Israel is
small. You go to war in Iraq and
Afghanistan. We do not ‘go’ to war any
more; war comes to us – in the form of
rockets and missiles. Abut one-half of 1 per
cent of Americans serve in the American
armed forces. More than 75 per cent of
Israeli high school graduates serve before
college and most of them then serve for
years in the reserve forces. World War II
killed 0.307 per cent of all Americans based
on 1940 population numbers. In 1933,
approximately 9.5 million Jews lived in
Europe; 1.7 per cent of the total European
population, but more than 60 per cent of the
world’s Jews. So the Holocaust killed almost
two-thirds of the Jews living in Europe, and
about 39 per cent of world Jewry.

“There are a lot of you and not so many of
us. America is a young country. Your founding
documents are no more than 300 years old and
what you’ve built – with the exception of the

Twin Towers – you’ve kept as long as you’ve
wanted it. You have Harvard, Gadsby’s Tavern,
Elfreth’s Alley, towns, cities and farms. Our
founding document is more than 3,000 years
old and we’d already lost our First and Second
Temples while Jesus was still a living memory.
Within today’s living memory, we lost schools,
synagogues, libraries, homes, businesses and
the graves of our fathers in Europe, the Middle
East and North Africa.

“You have; we had, we lost, we built, we lost
and we rebuilt in our ancient homeland. You
know that, so why am I telling you this?

“Because it informs everything you do and
everything we do. The lesson we draw from
your history is that in the 1930s it was Czecho-
slovakia, not the United States that disap-
peared. After the American withdrawal from
Vietnam, it was Cambodians, not Americans,
who died. President Bill Clinton said the
absence of US intervention in Rwanda was a
mistake, but it was Rwandans, not Americans,
who died.

“We appreciated hearing you say that you
share our understanding of Iran as a threat and
hearing you say that a nuclear-armed Iran is
unacceptable to you. But the lesson of our his-
tory is that small people in small spaces do not
have the luxury of being wrong the first time
and regrouping to get it right. At the moment
of peril, we will have one shot at protecting
ourselves, and only one.”

Shoshana Bryen is the senior director of the
Jewish Policy Institute.

What Bibi may have added...

Dr. Manfred 
GERSTENFELD

Avi
SHAFRAN
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SECRETARY/OFFICE 
ADMINISTRATOR
Candidates should have work-
ing knowledge of computers
and customer interaction skills
(for example, when people
inquire it should allways lead
to an estimate).Customer serv-
ice/scheduling experience a
plus.Graphic design skills a
plus.From approximately 8:30
or 9am to 2pm.Please email
yitzie@maplewindowclean-
ing.com

YOUTH DIRECTOR FOR
PESACH 2012
Royal Club K, Quebec's most
leibedic and luxurious Pesach
Hotel, is seeking an energetic,
responsible and fun youth
director for Pesach 2012 to
administer the day camp for
boys aged 5-15 throughout the
duration of Pesach, including
yom tov, shabbos, and a couple
of hours a day on chol
hamoed. Tasks include plan-
ning and implementing games,
stories, events, davening,
prizes, etc. In return we offer
you a free room in the hotel,
all of our delicious glatt, non-
gebroktz meals provided for,
including seder, shabbos and
all of yom tov, your choice of a
sefardi/ashkenazi minyan, all
hotel amenities, as well as
compensation to be discussed.
Please visit RoyalClubK.com
for more information about us
and submit resumes to
info@royalclubk.com

FINANCE MANAGER
Excellerated Analysis, an inno-
vator in the small to mid-size
business consulting arena is
recruiting for a Finance Manag-
er to serve as the finance lead
for a 100 Hour Check-Up client.
Finance Manager – North GTA 
Are you a business savvy
finance professional that likes
to support operations?  Do you
have a strong background in
accounting, financial analysis
and reporting? 
In this critical role you will
have G/L ownership and be
responsible for full cycle
accounting. You will be
accountable for actively moni-
toring the performance of the
business to ensure achieve-
ment of financial and opera-
tional goals, tracking capital
expenditures, participating in
the development of short and
long term business specific
goals and metrics, and review-
ing & analyzing monthly, quar-
terly and annual divisional
financial results with a focus
on accuracy and performance
management.
Qualifications include a profes-
sional accounting designation
(CA, CGA, CMA) and 7+ yrs
experience in progressive
accounting/finance roles per-
forming planning, analysis and
reporting.  You are comfortable
dealing with operations leaders
and have superior financial
systems skills in addition to
impeccable communication
and presentation abilities.
Candidates should be willing to
roll up their sleeves and be

able to work successfully in a
fast paced rapidly growing and
changing environment
This is an up and coming busi-
ness, looking for an up and
coming finance leader.  Salary
range is 65K-75K. Please for-
ward resumes to
info@excelleratedanalysis.com.

For more information about
EA visit www.excellerated-
analysis.com.

ARTICULATE INDIVIDUAL
We are looking for an articu-
late individual with a pleasant
phone voice to call our con-
tacts to discuss the services we
provide. 
The candidate must be able to
work independently and com-
fortable with some cold call-
ing. Hours are flexible between
9am and 5pm.
This position is part-time and
working from home is an
option. 
Looking to start immediately.
Pay is based on an hourly rate.
Please email resume or contact
information to healthmat-
ters1@rogers.com 

2 PERSONS FOR 2 WEEKS
(possibly longer) to assist in a
pillow factory.
8:30-5:15 Mon-Thurs,
until 3:15 on Friday.
Must able to lift 60 lbs.
Dufferin & Caledonia
Minimum wage
Email resumes to
hiring@nusso.comWe are a
medical facility presently mar-
keting our services to the legal
community.

RECEPTIONIST
Full time receptionist required
for busy North York dental
practice. 
An excellent personal and tele-
phone manner is required to
deliver superb customer service.
The successful candidate will
be working as part of a team,
but will also be responsible for
individual tasks. As such,
excellent organizational and
task tracking skills are required
to ensure that things don't "fall
through the cracks." 
Remuneration will be competi-
tive and related to experience
and ability. 
Dental experience is preferred
but not absolutely necessary. 
Please respond to orthodontic-
positions@gmail.com 

OFFICE MANAGER
for busy but small office:
Initially a part time position
which may lead to full time.
- General administrative duties
- Bank deposits
- Bookkeeping skills required
- Excellent computer skills
- Extremely organized individ-
ual
- Excellent communication
skills
Email resumes to: applica-
tion@jkeconomics.com

BUSY FOOD RELATED 
ESTABLISHMENT 
seeking mature individual for
senior position.
- Perform administrative duties

- Support day to day operations
- Customer service
Qualifications required:
- profesional and courteours
sales abilities
- very organized and deadline
oriented
- good typing skills
- quick learner
- strong computer skills
- confident with written and
verbal English
- pleasant phone manner
- excellent interpersonal com-
mucation skills
- multi-tasking abilities
When necessay should be able
to work extended hours ( a few
times a year).
Closed Shabbos and Yom Tov.
Email resume to
leblang77@gmail.com

BOOKKEEPER
accounting clerk for retail/
wholesale distributor of kosher
wine
Major Responsibilities:
A/R
Bank deposits
Credit & Collections
Reconciliation
Inventory adjustments
Purchasing
Preparation of customs forms
Assist customer service during
peak periods
Qualifications:
Excellent QuickBooks and
Excel skills
Good communication / collec-
tion skills
Good organizational and time
management skills
Accounting courses or diploma
If you are interested, please
email resumes to victor@sim-
chawine.com

BOOKKEEPING POSITION
We have a full-time position
available for a client for a
bookkeeping position. Appli-
cant must have familiarity and
experience with Quickbooks at
advanced levels. Knowledge of
Enterprise, and Import proce-
dures a plus.  
Please send resumes to
office@spiegelca.com. Only
individuals granted an inter-
view will be contacted.

PRINCIPAL
SECULAR STUDIES 
CO-ORDINATOR
HALF-TIME POSITION 
The Board of Directors of The
London Community Hebrew
Day School invites applications
for the position of Principal,
starting August 2012. As Princi-
pal of the London Community
Hebrew Day School you will:
·Have a strong knowledge of
the Ontario Ministry of Educa-
tion’s Elementary Curriculum
and be able to co-ordinate the
secular studies program of all
grades;
·Work with the Vice-Principal
/Judaic Studies Co-coordinator
to provide excellence in educa-
tion within a pluralistic Jewish
community day school setting;
·Have successful classroom
teaching experience and be an
effective academic leader;
Provide oversight and guid-

ance for daily operations with-
in the School;
·Skillfully and diplomatically
manage student, teacher and
parent relations.
Resumes may be sent to 536
Huron Street, London, ON
N5Y 4J5 to the attention of
Carol Marcus, LCHDS Board
Chair or emailed to princi-
palsearch@lchds.ca.

(printers / freelancers / pho-
tographers)
- Co-ordinate work flow with
other team members
You:
- Preferred educational back-
ground in business, marketing
or design
- Extremely organized individ-

ual
- Strong organizational, multi-
tasking and prioritizing skills
- Excellent Skills when it comes
to Word, Excel and Powerpoint
- Proficiency with Apple Com-
puters (We are an all Apple
environment)
If you are interested in the

position, please send your
resume to
jobposition@rogers.com.
Only those applicants with the
appropriate credentials and
experience will be contacted
for personal interviews. 

JJEEWWIISSHH RRIIBBUUNNEETTTEWISHJ RIBUNE

POSITION REQUIRED
Competent Bookkeeper
requires part-time position!
Familiar with all aspects of
administration in the running
of an office. 
Computer literate and quick 
to learn new programmes. 
Call 416-227-2437

HEBREW TUTORING AVAILABLE
Israeli lawyer (LL.M) & expe-
rienced teacher is offering
private Hebrew
lessons in Thornhill (all lev-
els), $25/hour,   647-864-
2292,
hebrewlessonstoronto@gmail.
com

Don’t know
how you’re
doing? Ask

I was hired 2 months ago as an account-
ing clerk. I had been looking for work for
at least a year and finally, through a
friend, I found a job opportunity, passed
the interview and started right away.
After 2 months, I have no idea how I am
doing or if my managers likes my work. I
have not received any information and am
worried about my job. Please could you
tell me what I should do. 
Signed: Scared of being fired

Dear Scared,
Sounds as if you are quite nervous about your
job. I can understand why. According to
Denise Bissonnette (1994) from her ground-
breaking book Beyond Traditional Job Develop-
ment, 78 per cent of employees lose their jobs
in the first three months. I am just curious
whether you have a performance review policy
at your company and how long your probation
is?

I find that taking initiative in an appropriate
respectful manner goes a long way. In general,
I like to approach my manager when I start a
new job after a couple of weeks and ask for
any feedback in a calm, clear and articulate
way. I would start out by telling the manager
positive comments – how much I enjoy work-
ing here and how I like the team and the work.
I would also find out how the manager assess-
es your performance, if there isn’t a formal
review during the probation period. TIP: This
is something I like to find out after I get a job
offer before I start working. But if you didn’t
then I would still approach the manager, while
respecting his or her time (“I know you are
swamped, but I was wondering if you have a
couple of minutes to spare just to check in

with you when it’s a good time for you”).
Next, I would ask the manager for feedback

and if there are any suggestions as to what
needs improving, plus I’d add on, if there is
any pressing urgent work that needs to be
done. Based on what the manager says, I
would then act on it. 

For example, if the manager said that you
need to brush up on your typing, I would tell
the manager what your concrete plans are to
improve your typing – you may consider com-
ing in every morning about 30 minutes before
work to practise. I would also work out an
arrangement with the manager for a perform-
ance review every month – a 5-minute check-
in to make sure that you are both on the same
page and that there are no surprises as you
want to assure the manager that you would
like to do the best job possible and make a
solid contribution to the team and company as
well as continue to learn and grow.

My response above to the employee is not a
formula and doesn’t work for everyone all the
time. To give and receive constructive criticism
and feedback from one’s managers, is complex
and a critical skill of life. It’s a situation by situ-
ation basis. This advice above may or may not
work. More information on the background of
the employee, his/her personality, the work-
place culture and other factors will impact on
how one would respond to asking the manager
for a performance review. 

However, here is a valuable perspective as to
how to get feedback from your manager:
http://www.rightattitudes.com/2008/09/26/se
eking-proactive-feedback/

Meanwhile, I invite you to follow Jewish
Vocational Services’  (JVS Toronto) blog
“Career Voice” for some cutting edge
informative advice and tips for your job
search at http://jvstoronto.wordpress.com.

Joanna, B.A., B.Ed. is a certified Life Skills
Coach and Career Management Fellow who
is a team lead of employer services and job
developer at Jewish Vocational Services (JVS
Toronto).

• • •
To submit your questions for this column,
please email dearjoanna@jvstoronto.org.

• • •
EMETemployment, a division of Jewish Voca-
tional Service (JVS Toronto) is a free confiden-
tial employment support and referral service for
job seekers from the Jewish community. In
addition, EMETemployment offers employers
recruitment services at no cost. For more infor-
mation, please visit www.emetemployment.ca. 

Dear
JOANNA

The Saul & Claribel Simkin Centre is searching for an experienced and dynamic
Chief Executive Officer.

The Saul & Claribel Simkin Centre is a 200-bed Jewish Personal Care Home operating under the
auspices of the Winnipeg Regional Health Authority. The Centre is a not-for-profit organization
committed to serving the elderly of all backgrounds with skill and compassion.

Reporting to the Board of Directors of the Centre, the Chief Executive Officer provides leadership
to accomplish the vision, strategy, and priorities established by the Board and in accordance with
relevant  legislation; manages the day-to-day operations of the Centre ensuring a high quality of
care to those being served; develops positive relationships with all stakeholders; and encourages
innovation and system improvements that address current and future needs of the residents, their
families, and the community.

Above all, we are looking for a dynamic leader who will harness the skills and energy of our
exceptional staff and volunteers to deliver optimal care to our residents; compassionate support to
their families; and superior ambassadorship of the Centre throughout the community.

Qualifications

• Professional designation appropriate to the position and a relevant graduate degree
• At least 5 years’ senior administrative experience in health care
• Proven ability to build collaborative relationships with internal and external stakeholders and
to

create a positive climate in the workplace
• Demonstrated understanding of financial/resource management principles and the impact of 

decisions on resident care
• Understanding of Jewish culture and traditions is an asset
• Experience with Boards and not-for-profit organizations is an asset.

Please submit resume in confidence before April 16, 2012 to 
CEO Search Committee
The Saul & Claribel Simkin Centre
1 Falcon Ridge Drive, Winnipeg MB R3Y 1V9

For further information about the position or to email a confidential  application, please use
info@sharonhome.mb.ca

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Weekly Job Postings

Job Postings courtesy of Zev Zlotnick 
To submit a job opening, 

email: zzlotnick_gardiner-roberts@bmsend.com
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Joanne Hill
Correspondent

TORONTO – The survival of
religious minorities must
become a priority for Chris-
tians in the West, urged
Bahig Mansour, director of
religious affairs for the
Israeli Foreign Ministry.

Mansour met recently
with Jewish and Christian
leaders in the GTA and also
participated in a panel dis-
cussion at York University.
He warned that what he
called the “Arab storm” has
resulted in a worsening of
an already bad situation for
minorities in Muslim-
majority countries.

“Before the revolution,
the West didn’t care what
happened there: they kept
silent,” he said. “But this
issue has been in the head-
lines so much that they
have no other choice but to
discuss it. The problem will
get worse in the future and
there will not be a solu-
tion... In my opinion, many
of them will leave.” Those
who are unable to escape
“will suffer all the time
from persecution, discrimi-
nation, and attacks on their
holy sites.”

As governments fall, and
dictatorships are replaced
by fundamentalist Islamic
regimes, the situation for
minorities will grow more
perilous, he said, and the
onus is on the Christian
world to do something.

“The Jewish community
can support it but the
Christian community has to

speak up and take action,”
said Mansour. “They
[Christians] have the
opportunity and the right to
do it.”

While Muslims are quick
to protest against perceived
or real insults to Islam,
Christian leaders are too
often silent when Muslims

attack and murder non-
Muslims and burn down
their places of worship.

“There’s supposed to be a
balance with logic and
action. Church leadership is
not doing enough.... Gov-
ernments and leaders in the
West must start to speak
loudly. It’s not enough to

tell people to keep away
[from dangerous countries].
You have to demand that
leaders take responsibility
for minorities and protect
religious leaders.”

Pope Benedict XVI has
spoken up recently and, as
a result, “Muslims are not
happy with his remarks.

People won’t be happy with
your criticism but you can’t
stop, you must continue,
you must do it. The leader-
ship, parliament, the
media, all these elements
must start to put it on their
agenda and any event in
the Middle East against
minorities or their holy

sites must be put in the
headlines. We have to make
the survival of minorities
an important issue.”

About 300,000 Coptic
Christians have fled Egypt
in the past year, he said,
while Alawites, Kurds,
Christians and Druze are
fleeing Syria in ever-
increasing numbers for
places such as Lebanon and
Jordan. 

“Since 2006-2007, about
two million Christians have
left Iraq, Lebanon, Egypt
and other Arab countries,
and that number will
increase in the future.”

Mansour, who is a Druze,
said Israel is the only coun-
try in the Middle East
where the Christian com-
munity is growing. Chris-
tians, Druze, Bah’áí, Ahma-
di Muslims, and others,
enjoy religious freedom
there because “Israel has
guaranteed the rights of
minorities to practise their
religion and participate in
Israeli democracy. Today
we have 14 members of
minority communities who
are members of the Knes-
set.”

Christian leaders urged to speak up before Arab ‘storm’

JERUSALEM – The Palestin-
ian Authority declared a
Baptist church in Bethle-
hem to be unlawful and
said that it will no longer
receive rights as a religious
institution, Algemeiner
reported.

This decision comes a
week after PA Prime Minis-
ter Salam Fayyad told an
audience of Evangelical
Protestants that his govern-
ment respected the rights of
its Christian minorities.

“They said that our legiti-
macy as a church from a
governmental point of view
is not approved,” said an
assistant pastor at the First
Baptist Church. “They said
they will not recognize any
legal paper work from our
church. That includes birth
certificates, wedding certifi-
cates and death certificates.
Children are not even con-
sidered to be legitimate if
they don’t have recognized
paperwork.”

The messianic church was
subjected to an ongoing
onslaught of attacks by
Arabs during the height of
the First Intifada. 

At a recent gathering of

Evangelical Protestants,
Fayyad said that ensuring
the rights of the Christian
minority to access their
holy sites is, in part, what it
“means to be a Palestin-
ian.”

Pastor Reverend Naim
Khoury noted, however,
that animosity towards the
Christian minority in areas
controlled by the PA contin-
ues to get increasingly
worse.

“People are always telling
[Christians], ‘Convert to
Islam. Convert to Islam. It’s

the true and right religion,’”
Khoury said. 

The Algemeiner explained
that the “church’s message
of reconciliation flies in the
face of the propaganda that
permeates Palestinian soci-
ety. Muslim clerics routine-
ly offer up antisemitic rants
on PA television and so-
called peace activists have
turned the concrete sec-
tions of the security barrier
in Bethlehem into a canvas
for their propaganda, which
in some instances proffers a
troubling fatalism to its

viewers.” 
Rev. Khoury noted, “The

First Baptist Church in
Bethlehem has demonstrat-
ed its value to the commu-
nity over the years and
proven itself to be a law-
abiding church.” 

He said he will speak to
members of the US Con-
gress to draw attention to
discrimination that is
occurring in Bethlehem,
perpetrated by the PA
against the Christian minor-
ity.

“We did let them know
that we’re not going to go
quiet ly on this.  Our
church deserves the right
to be equally recognized
amongst all the other rec-
ognized denominations in
the PA.”

After Judea and Samaria
were restored to Israel in
the Six Day War, the Israeli
government opened up
churches and holy sites,
reversing the policy of Jor-
dan, which closed all Jew-
ish and Christian holy sites
during its occupation after
the War for Independence
in 1948.

– Arutz-7

PA declares church in Bethlehem to be unlawful

PA declares First Baptist Church in Bethlehem unlawful.

Christians leaders must speak
up before it is too late, says
Bahig Mansour, director of
religious affairs for the Israeli
Foreign Ministry.

As a child growing up, one of my most vivid
memories was that of my father, of blessed
memory, showing me pictures of himself
dressed in his Navy uniform in World War I.
Coming to the United States as a young
teenager fleeing the pogroms of Russia, he
felt a great debt of gratitude to America and
enlisted in the Navy. That time in the Navy
was very special for him, and I remember
him often marching in the local Memorial
Day parade which honoured the men of the
armed forces. This love for America made
us a very patriotic family. The thought of
purchasing a foreign car was an anathema.
We would buy only American.

As a recent oleh in Israel, I have again
become very conscious of the military. I see
soldiers daily and I feel safer in their pres-
ence and appreciate and value their holy
work of defending the land. On the Sabbath,
I notice a few worshippers in the synagogue
carrying weapons, reminding me of the ter-
rorist uncertainty that is part of the land-
scape in Israel. I also observe congregants
who disappear for weeks at a time and then
resurface at the daily minyan. This is
because they are on active reserve duty,

which requires them to separate from their
families to protect the country.

All these thoughts came to mind as I
watched We Were Soldiers, the story of one
of the first major battles of the Vietnam war.
It is a violent movie, with graphic scenes of
warfare. However, there are aspects to We
Were Soldiers that transcend the gory con-
tent. It is a film about disparate men becom-
ing a family unit, protecting one another in
times of extraordinary danger and crisis. 

Two vignettes that do not take place on
the battlefield convey a powerful message
about the emotional bonds that are created

between people when they face a common
threat. As I watched these scenes, I thought
of Gilad Shalit for whom we all prayed and I
thought of the other soldiers who are still
missing for many years and for whom we
still pray.

On the eve of their departure from Ft. Ben-
ning, GA, to Vietnam, Colonel Hal Moore,
played by Mel Gibson, addresses his men in
a stirring and memorable speech: “We’re
moving into the valley of the shadow of
death. I can’t promise you that I will bring
you all home. But this I swear before
Almighty G-d, that when we go into battle, I

will be the first to set foot on the field and I
will be the last to step off and I will leave
no one behind. Dead or alive, we will all
come home together.” 

This is a prelude to a soundless pre-dawn
departure in which the men bid farewell to
their wives and children and then assemble
in the darkness waiting for transport to Viet-
nam. It is a quiet moment filled with appre-
hension and uncertainty, and we can feel
the emotional stress of the soldiers and
especially their loved ones as they take
leave of one another to face an uncertain
future.

As I reflected on the film, I felt reverence
for those soldiers, both in America and
Israel, who put their lives on the line for us.
They teach us a valuable life lesson: all of
humanity is interconnected. We are created
in G-d’s image, and we are all part of the
family of mankind. Family members care for
one another, sacrifice for one another, and
feel responsible for one another. At times of
crisis, no family member, no one, should be
left behind because, in the divine scheme of
things, we all will come home together.

Rabbi Herbert J. Cohen, PhD, is the author of
Kosher Parenting: a Guide for Raising Kids
in a Complex World; Walking in Two
Worlds: Visioning Torah Concepts through
Secular Studies; Texas Torah: the Interface of
the Weekly Torah Portion with Everyday Life,
and The One of Us: a Life in Jewish Educa-
tion.

We Were Soldiers teaches all of us are connected

Lieutenant-Colonel Harold (Hal) G. Moore: address to field combat officers on fighting as a family
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